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By Ray Sullivan

We are at peak monkey: seven little stuffed animals 
perched in our tree. I’m not completely sure why, 
but I’m not complaining.

About six years ago our kids wanted to sell some 
of their old toys and stuffed animals at the Great 
Glebe Garage Sale. We ran out of space, so I hung 
a well-loved stuffed lemur from the crab apple tree. 
At the end of the morning, the lemur didn’t sell and 
I forgot her in the tree.

My wife kept reminding me to bring the lemur 
inside, but I never did. I doubled down on my lazi-
ness and insisted that lemurs like trees. I even kept 

moving her from branch to branch to make a point 
that she was happy in the tree.

Later that summer some anonymous neighbour 
added a small stuffed pink ape to the tree. The lemur 
had a companion.

And then a monkey appeared.
By Christmas, someone put a little Santa hat on 

the lemur. For Valentine’s day one of the trio had a 
little heart pendant. When St. Patrick’s Day came 
around, one little monkey had a green hat.

Some Redblacks fans took the lemur home as a 
souvenir one fall. Monkeys come and monkeys go.

We’re up to seven right now. I don’t know who is 
putting them up there, but I like moving them around 

from time to time and it makes me happy to see them 
enjoying the tree.

On Halloween we found out that some neighbour-
hood kids have their own names for the monkeys.

I’ve even heard a few parents at the tot lot on the 
corner try to entice their kids to start walking home 
by promising a visit to the monkeys along the way.

So now we have seven monkeys perched in our tree. 
We didn’t put any of them there; we only take respon-
sibility for the original lemur. But they can hang out 
in our tree as long as they like – monkeys like trees.

Ray Sullivan lives with his family and a bunch of 
monkeys on Fifth Avenue.
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Monkeys hangin’ out under spreading trees

There are monkeys in our tree

Jan. 18–19, 25–26 ..... Sock ‘n’ Buskin play Almost, Maine, Glebe-St. James, 7 p.m.

Jan. 19 ........................ Women’s March Canada, Parliament to Lansdowne, 11 a.m.

Jan. 22 ........................ GCA monthly meeting, GCC, 7 p.m.

Jan. 23 ........................ Glebe BIA AGM, Hort. Bldg., Lansdowne, 6–9 p.m.

Jan. 26 ........................ Great Canadian Kilt Skate, Lansdowne, 11 a.m.–1 p.m.

Jan. 26 ........................ Capital Ward Cup hockey tournament, Brantwood Park, 

 9:30 a.m.–12:30 p.m.

Feb. 1 .......................... Shawn Menard’s Pop-up Office, Life of Pie, 10–11:30 a.m.

First 3 Feb. weekends Winterlude

Feb. 8 .......................... Handel’s Israel in Egypt, Caelis Academy/Ottawa Baroque

 Consort, Southminster Church, 7:30 p.m.
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By Michelle Weinroth

Refurbished in 2017, the National 
Arts Centre (NAC) now ranks among 
Ottawa’s finest edifices. With its 
spectacular Kipnes Lantern and glass 
facades, it illuminates the advent of 
world-renowned performing artists. 
Indeed, the NAC scintillates with 
stardom. Yet, beneath its glamour 
dwells a history of humble but no less 
stellar persons – people who laboured 
tirelessly to make the NAC the archi-
tectural centerpiece it is today. These 
workers laid its foundations, erected 
its walls and painted its vast interiors, 
from catacombs to ceilings. Like Mi-
chelangelo who scaled great heights to 
adorn the Sistine Chapel, the NAC’s 
painters stoically endured their peril-
ous job, clambering atop tall ladders 
and scaffolds. For a singular painter, 
Mario Vettore, the act of beautifying 
the NAC – however strenuous the task 
– was the crowning glory of his years 
of manual work.

This same Mario is your Glebe 
neighbour. He settled here in the late 
1950s, having just emigrated from 
Italy. No job was too menial for him. 
He laid cement foundations in Tun-
ney’s Pasture, sliced carcasses in a 
Vanier abattoir and chopped onions 
in the Chateau Laurier’s kitchen. Son 
of an Italian sharecropper, he learned 
early on to suffer rigorous toil.

In his native Padua, the teenage 
Mario had worked in the fields along-
side his father. He was 15 when the 
war broke out. In 1942, he was con-
scripted, rounded up and then held in 
army barracks along with countless 

other soldiers. His keen sense of dan-
ger (the prospect that he, together with 
many innocent young men, would be 
deported to Mauthausen, an infamous 
Nazi concentration camp), led him to 
literally “dodge the bullet.” Together 
with a close pal, he jumped off two 
moving trains, risking grave injury 
but averting death at the hands of the 
Nazis. He emerged unscathed; but his 
cunning escape from peril – includ-
ing a furtive climb up barbed wire on 
which his trousers were snagged and 
torn – left him shaken.

When the war was over, he found 
employment at a local steel foundry. 
Then, in 1949, he ventured farther 
afield, travelling to England to work at 
the Victoria Foundry in Birmingham. 
He lived with fellow workmen in army 
barracks and toiled amid gargantuan 
cauldrons of molten iron, shaping 
heavy materials for machinery and 
large-scale vehicles. On weekends he 

The NAC’s guardian angel – your Glebe neighbour

found relief and recreation in the Ital-
ian social clubs and, most importantly, 
his future wife.

The two were married upon their 
return to Italy in 1952. Economic 
hardship, however, compelled them 
to immigrate to Canada. In Janu-
ary 1957, they travelled by ship with 
their infant son through the turbulent 
Straits of Gibraltar. Memories of ram-
pant nausea on board caused by the 
tossing sea haunt Mario to this day. 
Happily, they arrived in Halifax, safe 
and relieved. Upon settling in Ottawa, 
pangs of nostalgia dogged Mario 
relentlessly. For six months, he slept 
with a packed suitcase by his bed. 
Slowly, the longing for Padua waned 
and Canada became his new hearth.

Mario was hired as the NAC’s 
plumber in 1969 and in 1975 he was 
promoted to painter. Over seven years, 
he painted virtually the entire NAC 
interior. One day, in 1983, he fell off 
a ladder while painting the basement 
garage. The accident landed him in a 
Toronto compensation hospital where 
he spent three months recovering from 
severe injuries. Resilient, he returned 
to the NAC as an engineer, monitoring 
the building’s temperature, lighting and 
water systems. Unbeknownst to visitors 
and performers alike, he had become 
the NAC’s “guardian angel.” Four years 
later, he retired and thereafter became a 
full-time landlord in the Glebe.

I met Mario in 1995 when my 
family and I rented his apartment 
on First Avenue. He was the finest of 
landlords. Every summer he would 
bring me a basket of homegrown 
tomatoes, ripened to perfection. Each 
Christmas he would greet me warmly 
with a festive pannetone.

Mario is now 94, affable, sharp-wit-
ted and gracious as ever. I paid him a 

visit last year. He was fixing up his 
patio when I approached his house. 
The gate at the end of the passageway 
to the garden was barricaded. I called 
out to him and he promptly came to 
welcome me. Always a gentleman, he 
lifted the heavy barrier quite effort-
lessly. As I entered, I spied, beyond the 
gate, an eight-foot hanging plant stand. 
“Mario,” I exclaimed, “did you build 
this?” He nodded modestly. With some 
help from his son, he had managed to 
wield several heavy beams of wood to 
mount the imposing structure. I mar-
velled at him as he pottered about the 
patio. Suddenly, his remarkable life 
story, from the fields of Padua to the 
towering NAC, crystallized before me. 
In a flash, I saw the dazzling Kipnes 
Lantern, and beneath it, the drama of 
invisible workers, elders of the Glebe 
– people like Mario who made it all 
possible.

Michelle Weinroth is an author and 
English literature teacher living in the 
Glebe.
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Mario Vettore in the early days in Italy

Monitoring the NAC building’s temperature, lighting, water systems

Mario today, age 94
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IN THE HEART OF THE glEbE

Richard Merrill Haney, Ph.D. (Counselling & Mediation)
“You are your dreams...limited only by your fears.”

     • Individual, Couple and Family Counselling
     • Comprehensive Family Mediation (with or without lawyers)
     • Hypnotherapy        • Life Coaching

 Bank St. at the canal     email: richard@ottawacounselling.com

 234-5678 (by appointment)        www.ottawacounselling.com
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RAPID TRANSIT, THEN…

Summer 1893: On Bank Street, the 
Ottawa Electric Railway (OER) 
Company hosted a large number of 
Ottawans on the trial run of four of 
its new cars, two years after the in-
troduction of electric cars to Ottawa. 
From the files of the Glebe Historical 
Society: “The motorman on this trip 
to the Exhibition Grounds was Frank 
Lunny. The portly gentleman to his 
right is Frank Leamy, then Foreman 
in charge of Construction Works and 
latterly Superintendent of Streets. 
On the motorman’s left is Joseph 
Aumond, Government Civil Servant, 
and immediately below Mr. Aumond 
is A.A. Dion, General Superintendent 
of the Ottawa Electric Company. On 
his left (standing on running board) is 
James E. Hutcheson, Superintendent 
of the O.E. Railway. Directly next to 
the last man on the running board of 
the first car is Warren Y. Soper, Vice 
President of O.E.R. The first man on 
the running board of the second car is 
Thomas Ahearn, President of O.E.R. 
The conductor on the second car is 
Charles Wardsworth. The man in 
uniform on the third car is Inspector 
Robert Ingram.”

AND 126 YEARS LATER

Says Mayor Jim Watson, “The Con-
federation Line of our O-Train LRT 
System will be up and running later 
this year. The 12.5-kilometre line 
boasts 12 beautiful stations – from 
Tunney’s Pasture in the west end to 

Blair in the east end – and with its 
2.5-kilometre underground tunnel 
downtown, LRT will significantly 
reduce congestion in the downtown 
core and change the way people move 
and travel in Ottawa.

“Shortly after the historic launch of 
the Confederation Line, we will sign 
the contract and begin construction 
on Stage 2 of LRT. Stage 2 will bring 
light rail farther west to Algonquin 
College, Bayshore Shopping Cen-
tre and Moodie Drive, farther east to 
Place d’Orléans and Trim Road, and 
farther south to Riverside South, with 
a link to the Ottawa International 
Airport. We have also completed the 
Environmental Assessments to bring 
LRT to Kanata/Stittsville and started 
the Environmental Assessment to 
bring LRT to Barrhaven in the third 
phase of LRT.”
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This is not intended to solicit properties already listed for sale

    400 McLeod Street

   3 Warrington Drive 144 Drummond Street

 235 Patterson Avenue   214 Blackburn Avenue

Buy and Sell with the Team at Arnett Realty 
and you won’t be disappointed.

TRACY ARNETT REALTY LTD., BROKERAGE.

159 Gilmour Street, Ottawa, K2P 0N8 ~ www.tracyarnett.com ~ 613-233-4488

       20 Aylmer Avenue 

159 Gilmour Street, Ottawa, K2P 0N8 ~ www.tracyarnett.com ~ 613-233-4488

             Old Ottawa South 

$834,900

       Old Ottawa South 

$1,879,900

     The Glebe 

 $929,900

  $
799,900

        Sandy Hill

Sold

     The Glebe 

   S
old

   Centretown 
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The worried well
The concept of the “worried well” has 
been around for some time – people 
who are healthy but anxious about 
getting sick and who frequent the 
doctor’s office in an excess of caution. 
In other times, we might have called 
them hypochondriacs.

Technology is now aiding and abet-
ting this pursuit by providing us with 
digital devices that can track our every 
move and our every physiological state 
and response. The Fitbit, phone apps 
and similar devices can track heart 
rate, blood pressure, body temperature, 
sleep time – soon even types of sleep 
or dream states. They help us to track 
what foods we eat and how much, and 
how many steps we’ve walked in a day 

in our quest to reach the magical but 
arbitrary goal of 10,000 steps a day.

I don’t deny the utility of at least 
some of this information. We’ve been 
told time and again that daily, or almost 
daily, exercise is the key to fitness and 
overall health. That sitting is the new 
smoking. That mostly plant-based 
foods are the way to go for optimal 
health. (Remember Michael Pollan’s 
advice, “Eat food, not too much, mostly 
plants”? The upcoming revision of the 
Canada Food Guide seems to be tak-
ing this advice to heart.)

These devices and phone apps are 
the ways and means to follow all of 
this great advice. And we are jumping 
on the bandwagon (does anyone know 
what a bandwagon is?) in droves. 
Good on us.

May I just put in a word of caution, 

or a plea for balance? Some of us can 
get a little too caught up in winning the 
game – some have been known to jostle 
their pedometer or phone to simulate 
walking so that they can appear to have 
met their daily step goal.

And what do we do with all of this 
information on our heart rate, body 
temperature, calories consumed? Who 
among us really knows how to inter-
pret it? Is this knowledge improving 
our overall health? Or is it just feeding 
our fears and fostering our obsessive 
tendencies?

I do think the increased awareness 
of how much we move or don’t move 
in a day has some overall benefit for 
most people –  but we need to stop just 
shy of obsession.

Liz McKeen

Skating on Christmas Day in Central Park

NEW TO THE GLEBE
CNIB Community Hub (CNIB 
Foundation) coming soon to 
425 Marché Way, Lansdowne

SHOE + SHOE children’s 
footwear coming soon to 802 
Bank Street

CHANGES AFOOT
Reflections Hair Designers and 
Esthetics is moving from their 
Third Avenue location to 836 
Bank (most recently the cam-
paign office of Clive Doucet)

Michael Abbey
Deirdre Bain
Melissa Baird
Carolyn Best
Jody Brian
Bob Brocklebank
Michelle Brooke
Sean Costello
John Dance
Pat Goyeche
Roland Graham
Paul Green
Trevor Greenway
Joel Harden
Jennifer Humphries
Shelley Lawrence
Shawn Menard
Sabine Modder
Dylan Morgan
Anant Nagpur

Margret Nankivell
Phyllis Odenback Sutton
Jeanette Rive
Marisa Romano
Clyde Sanger
Lois Siegel
Kelly Sirett
Sue Stefco
Ray Sullivan
Ildiko Sumegi
Zenah Surani
Meg Sutton
Natali Trivucic
Mary Tsai
Basia Vanderveen
Sarah Viehbeck
Michelle Weinroth
Marnie Wellar
Zeus

Poetry Quarter News  

February 2019 Poetry Quarter  
February is truly the cruelest month of the 
year, when the thoughts of Ottawa writers 
turn more to cocooning than creativity. So 
for the February 2019 Poetry Quarter, in-
stead of seeking new poetry submissions, 
we will highlight an impressive selection of 
poems already sent in over the years. 

JC Sulzenko, our Poetry Quarter curator, 
will get in touch with the poets to seek 
their agreement to include a work of theirs 
in this feature. 

May 2019 Poetry Quarter  
Seeking poems that are out of this world!

Come spring, we’ll be looking for ways to 
break out! No need for poets to stay in the 
real world when they could soar! 

The Poetry Quarter seeks poems of 
science fiction or speculation – poems 
of fantasy, magic or witchcraft – poems 
on space or time travel – poems about 
undiscovered planets or unknown worlds, 
utopian or dystopian. Nightmare or dream 
scenarios welcome!  In fact, anything 
outside the real-world experience, in 
poetic form. Established and emerging 
poets, including school students, take up 
the torch and get unreal!

Deadline: Friday, April 26, 2019

As usual, poems should be:
Original and unpublished in any medium 

(no poems submitted elsewhere, please);
No more than 30 lines each;
On any aspect of the theme within the 

bounds of public discourse;
Submitted on or before April 26, 2019;
Poets in the National Capital Region 

of all ages welcome (school-age poets, 
please indicate your grade in school).

Please send your entries (up to 5 
poems that meet the criteria) to  
editor@glebereport.ca before the dead-
line of Friday, April 26, 2019. Remember 
to send us your contact information and 
your grade if you are in school.
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OUR VOLUNTEER 
CARRIERS

AVAILABLE 
DELIVERY 
ROUTES
Craig St.
Fourth Ave, O’Connor to Bank
Second Ave, Bank to Lyon
Metcalfe St.
Oakland Ave.
Wilton Cres.

THANKS FOR DELIVERING!
NEXT PAPER COMES OUT FEBRUARY 15

CONTACT: 
Marnie Wellar
613-408-1300
circulation@glebereport.ca
Carriers do not have to live on a street to 
deliver on it.

WELCOME TO:
Marni Crossley

THANKS AND FAREWELL:
Joanne Sulek

Jide Afolabi, Mary Ahearn, Jennie Aliman, Tyler, Luke & Claire Allan, Julie Allard, Lawrence Ambler, James Attwood, Aubry family, 
Andre Beauregard, Adrian Becklumb, Beckman family, Inez Berg, Carolyn Best, Daisy & Nettie Bonsall, Robert & Heidi Boraks, Martha 
Bowers, Bowie family, Jonah & Benjy Brender, Adélaïde and Éléonore Bridgett, Deborah Broad, Bob Brocklebank, Erica Campbell, 
Alice Cardozo, Carol MacLeod, Marina Caro, Tony Carricato, Ava & Olivia Carpenter, Ryan & Charlotte Cartwright, Sarah Chown, 
Sebastian, Cameron & Anna Cino, Avery & Darcy Cole, John Connor, Denys Cooper, Sammy & Teddy Cormier, June Creelman, 
Marni Crossley, Georgia Davidson, Richard DesRochers, Marilyn Deschamps, Diekmeyer-Bastianon family, Dingle family, Delia Elkin, 
Felix D’Iorio, Nicholas, Reuben, Dave & Sandra Elgersma, Thomas and William Fairhead, Amanda & Erin Frank, Judy Field, Federico 
Family, Joann Garbig, Madeleine Gomery, Caroline & James de Groot, Hannah Good, Matti Goodwin-Sutton, Olivia Gorall, Barbara 
Greenwood, Gary Greenwood, Ginny Grimshaw, Jono Hamer-Wilson, Henry Hanson, Tracy, William and Mackenzie Harnish, Oliver, 
Martin and Simon Hicks, Hook family, Cheryle Hothersall, Matthew Hovey, Christian Hurlow, Illing-Stewart family, Jeevan & Amara 
Isfeld, Jonathan & Emma Jarvis, Janna Justa, Lambert family, Leith and Lulu Lambert, Jacob Lavoie, Jamie, Alexander & Louisa Lem, 
Justin Leyser, Aanika, Jaiden and Vinay Lodha, Ben, Parker & James Love, Annaline Lubbe, Jim Lumsden, Carol MacLeod, Jennifer, 
John, Owen & Ian MacNab, William Maguire, Pat Marshall, Scott McDonald, Isaac McGuire, Ian McKercher, Lily and Maya Molitor, 
Julie Monaghan, Diane Munier, Mary Nicoll, Xavier and Heath Nuss, Sachiko Okuda, Matteo and Adriano Padoin-Castillo, Nadia 
Porcari, Brenda Quinlan, Annabel and Joseph Quon, Beatrice Raffoul, Don Ray, Bruce Rayfuse, Mary & Steve Reid, Jacqueline, Lucy 
and Adam Reilly-King, Anna Roper, Emile & Sebastien Roy-Foster, Keelin Rogers, Lene Rudin-Brown, Sidney Rudin-Brown, Paige 
Saravanamuttoo, Casimir & Tristan Seywerd, Zachary Shannon, Short family, Kathy Simons, Grady, Ella, Audrey Kennedy Squires, 
Nick Stewart-Lussier, Stephenson family, Karen Swinburne, Eric & Steven Swinkels, Ruth Swyers, Josh Thoppil, Brigitte Theriault, 
John & Maggie Thomson, Trudeau family, Zosia Vanderveen, Caroline Vanneste, Josh VanNoppen, Veevers family, Camilo Velez, 
Jonah Walker, Erica Waugh, Vanessa Wen, Ben Westheimer, Zoe & Nicole Wolfenden, Howard & Elizabeth Wong, Ella & Ethan Wood, 
Nathaniel & Maggie Wightman, Young-Smith family.

Who you gonna call?
Editor, Glebe Report

A 93-year-old woman recently had a 
stroke while attending a lunch where 
five of us were present. We understood 
very quickly what had happened, 
called 911 and the paramedics, police 
and a fire truck were on the premises 
within minutes. 

 We knew she has a son, living in 
another territory far away. Do you 
think we knew how to contact him? 
There was nothing in her purse 
showing whom to contact in case of 
emergency. Two of us went to her 
apartment – nowhere was there a list 
of emergency numbers. We finally 
found him through her telephone.

I’m writing because I feel it’s 
important that an emergency contact 
be on our person or easily at hand for 
everyone, young or old.

How many of you go out with just your 
health card to the gym? I know I do. Or 
out for a bicycle ride? Do you have a piece 
of paper in your purse/wallet/handbag/
pocket showing who to call? Did you 
know there is a function on your cell-
phone where emergency contact numbers 
can be found without having to unlock 
the phone? Not only can you put numbers 
in there but also your blood type.

But a piece of paper is easier to find, 
can be slipped into any wallet, pocket 
or purse. We are told this all the time 
but it needs an actual experience to 
bring it home.

Why not make this a New Year’s 
Resolution to make sure every family 
member has a point of contact in an 
emergency on them at all times? It 
would make it so much easier for all 
those attending to the person.

Jeanette Rive

Always a woman
Editor, Glebe Report

What a charming essay Ian McK-
ercher contributed on “the essence 
of a community newspaper” in your 
December issue. I especially admired 
the link he made with no less than 
Abraham Lincoln’s use of “the key 
prepositions, of, by and for” to link his 
“government of the people” to support 
of this neighbourhood newspaper.

High-flown it may be, but he is cor-
rect. The strength of the Glebe Report 
for 45 years has been the loyalty of 
local advertisers, the energy of the vol-
unteers who deliver to every house, and 
the lively support of writers and copy 
editors as well as the production team.

Just one gentle correction. Ian 
misses a unique feature when he does 
not note that all 14 editors in these 45 
years have been women. He suggests 
otherwise in writing that “the initial 
driving force were mostly women.” 
True, Alfred Holden edited one sum-
mer issue. The board also accepted 
Daniel Sanger’s offer to do the same 
in 1982 or 1983, but with the proviso 
that the result would not be called the 
Glebe Report. With the lively help of 
Rebecca Campbell, the teenage pair 
produced a spoof issue mixing carica-
tures of regular columns with photos 
of fashionable hats in a Dow’s Lake 
regatta. The masthead proclaimed the 
paper on everyone’s doorstep to be 
Not the Glebe Report. And no mayor 
threatened to sue this time.

Clyde Sanger

Mural capital of the world?
Editor, Glebe Report

The above murals are from Whitehorse, Yukon. I was very impressed to see 
these all over the city and they are just lovely. I always wondered who are these 
talented people and when do they get time to do all these beautiful murals? They 
need to be appreciated for their hard work and dedication. Just imagine White-
horse, a small town, and wherever you walk you see these wonderful murals.

Slowly but steadily Ottawa is changing and murals have begun to appear. 
Whenever I go for a walk I take photos of these and I love it. Once again I appre-
ciate these very talented artists. I say encourage them and let us make Ottawa 
mural capital of the world. At some point the mayor of Ottawa should declare 
Mural Day and thank these talented people.

Anant Nagpur

Urban representation missing on city committees
Editor, Glebe Report

Re: “A new term of Council,” by Jim Watson, p. 15, and “Ins and Outs of Infills,” 
by Liz McKeen, p. 4

Mayor Watson’s commitment to a “renewed sense of purpose, energy and 
cooperation to the new term of council” (Glebe Report, December) sounds hol-
low in light of how he has gutted the two most important council committees of 
almost all urban representation.

With only one urban councillor on Planning Committee, the excessive “infill” 
and other development referred to in your editorial will continue to be approved 
with the result being further degradation of our community’s environment and 
any hope of affordable housing for younger and less advantaged residents.

John Dance
Old Ottawa East
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Murals beautify Whitehorse...and Ottawa.

Sign up for the Glebe Report’s  
e-newsletter!

The Glebe Report is launching our new email newsletter! Subscribers will 
receive a monthly email letting you know when the latest Glebe Report is 
out, and giving you a taste of what’s inside. The newsletter will highlight 
upcoming events in the Glebe so you don’t miss out on something good, 
and hints about new businesses to watch out for.

Hit the sign-up button on our website at glebereport.ca or click the link on 
Twitter, Instagram or Facebook to sign up now! Don’t worry, all you’ll get is 
one email a month, and we won’t pass on your email address. And you can 
unsubscribe at any time.
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The Garden Spot, 
for healthy food 
and community 
engagement

By Sue Stefko

There is more going on within the 
walls of the unassuming stucco-clad 
building at 329 Bell Street South than 
many Glebe Annex residents realize. 
The site, once the home of Liyan’s 
Kitchen Chinese Food and Pizza and, 
briefly in 2014, Cedar’s Café and Grill, 
now hosts the Carleton Food Collec-
tive, also referred to as the Garden 
Spot – or, more cheekily, the G-spot. 
While some of their window signs, 
such as Stop Kinder Morgan and Free 
vegan food, do give some insight into 
their philosophy, much of what they 
do happens behind the scenes.

The Carleton Food Collective was 
founded 17 years ago by Carleton 
University students who wanted to 
combat campus food franchise price 
hikes, as well as offer a healthier 
alternative. They applied for funding 
from the university with the goal of 
providing free, healthy food to often 
cash-strapped students, while com-
batting the ever-present problem of 
food waste. When the group lost its 
on-campus location, they searched for 
a nearby venue to accommodate their 
work and have been at the Bell Street 
location for approximately five years.

The organization is entirely run 
by a small group of volunteers (cur-
rently 10), mostly Carleton university 

students, but also some from the 
neighbouring community. The vol-
unteers are young, hard-working and 
passionate about the issues of social 
justice and the environment.

Much of the food they source is 
from local businesses who donate 
their excesses or day-olds instead of 
throwing the food into the garbage 
bin. However, the group goes fur-
ther than that. For many of the other 
businesses who choose not to donate 
their excess, the enterprising volun-
teers “dumpster dive” to salvage clean, 
packaged food that is still useable, but 
that has been discarded. The volun-
teers also source food from a garden 
at the rear of the property and, when 
necessary, buy food. These practices 
not only help stretch their funding 
from the university but, indeed, help 
to minimize food waste.

Some of the food is pre-packaged 
or pre-prepared, and it is donated in 
its original packaging. Otherwise, the 
Garden Spot volunteers use the site’s 
kitchen to make healthy vegetarian 

and vegan soups, stews, etc. – food 
that can be cooked in large quantities 
and that offers a combination of starch 
and protein for a healthy, filling meal.

So long as it’s for something they 
believe in, and their efforts contrib-
ute to food sustainability, the Garden 
Spot is willing to support a wide range 
of causes. The volunteers provide food 
to students at designated locations at 
Carleton University itself, to the local 
community at what they refer to as the 
“free market” on Sunday afternoons at 
their Bell St. location, at drop-in centres 
around the city and to various cam-
paigns that they support. For example, 
the Garden Spot provided free meals 
to protesters during the Reoccupation 
ceremony as part of the Idle No More 
campaign in 2017. They regularly sup-
port the social services organization 
Youth Ottawa and have provided food 
to a number of special events in the city 
– whether at a fundraiser for Syrian refu-
gees, to Grassy Narrows First Nations 
members visiting Ottawa to raise aware-
ness of the effects of mercury poisoning 

on their reserve, or for “Beats Beat the 
Police,” an annual hip-hop show to help 
commemorate the International Day 
Against Police Brutality.

The Garden Spot serves a gener-
ous helping of their political ideology 
along with their food – whether against 
corporate greed or in support of the 
philosophy that human necessities 
should be human rights. In fact, the vol-
unteers I spoke with, Nell and Trevor, 
insist they don’t see what they do as a 
charitable endeavour – they see it as a 
collective liberation movement, provid-
ing an alternative to a capitalist system 
that is inherently greedy and wasteful.

In addition to using the site to pro-
vide a garden, food storage and a 
kitchen, the volunteers have opened 
the space to students and members of 
the community alike. This fall the site 
hosted the first Glebe Annex Art Show 
and various student gatherings have 
taken place in the space as well. Resi-
dents of the Glebe Annex are welcome 
to use the space to host a community 
event, or to come for the free food on 
Sundays between noon and 2 p.m. To 
contact the Garden Spot, please email 
them at thegardenspot.carleton@gmail.
com or see, “The Carleton Food Col-
lective” on Facebook or Instagram.

Sue Stefko is president of the Glebe 
Annex Community Association and a 
regular contributor to the Glebe Report 
on matters historical and local.
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The Garden Spot, home of the Carleton Food Collective, supports a number of 
causes.

At Elmwood, each girl is encouraged to challenge herself to excel in the 
classroom, develop confidence and lead with strength. Here, girls learn 

to be the best students, leaders, and global citizens they can be.

Join us at our upcoming information session and find out how we can 
inspire your daughter to reach her full potential.

elmwood.ca

WE ARE EXPERTS IN HOW GIRLS 
LEARN, LEAD AND SUCCEED. 

INFO SESSION
WEDNESDAY, FEBRUARY 20 • 8:30 A.M.

PRE-K TO GRADE 12

RSVP AT ELMWOOD.CA/INFOSESSION
OR CALL (613)744-7783

Joel Harden

MPP, Ottawa Centre

Our office is here for you with:

Joel Harden 
MPP / Député provincial, 

Ottawa Centre

109 Catherine St. / rue 
Catherine 
Ottawa, ON K2P 0P4

P: 613-722-6414 
E: JHarden-CO@ndp.on.ca 
www.joelharden.ca

Monthly Town Halls
Canvasses 
Community Organizing 
Help Accessing Government Services 

Come visit us and let's get
organized!
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By Pat Goyeche

The New Year is a time of renewal. 
It is the time of year when we resolve 
to do better, achieve our goals and 
freshen up our “to-do” list.

At Abbotsford (your community 
centre for adults 55+) it is definitely 
a time of renewal. It is the time to 
renew your yearly membership and 
recommit to your personal goals and 
community goals.

This is a time of year when the staff, 
volunteers and members of Abbots-
ford come together to celebrate the 
New Year and each other. We cele-
brated all that is good at Abbotsford 
on January 4 with Latin American 
music by Colores Andinos.

Fitness is flourishing at Abbotsford 
this winter as we all struggle to keep 
our level of activity high even when 
challenged by weather conditions. We 
have something for everyone. Dance 
to a Latin beat in one of our Zumba 
classes, move to music from around 
the world, belly dance with us or chal-
lenge your core muscles with stretch 
and balance, yoga, joint and mobility 
classes or the always-popular weekly 
muscle toning workouts.

Challenge your brain with classes 
in intermediate bridge, Apple devices, 
conversational Spanish, classical 
music appreciation and memoir writ-

ing (advanced), as well as weekly 
stimulating presentations as part of 
our Learn & Explore Speakers Series.

Clubs keep us singing, talking about 
books, playing pool, crafting, prac-
tising Tai Chi, making teddy bears, 
playing ping-pong and even getting 
together with others who are facing 
the challenges of being a caregiver.

The winter months are also prime 
time for warm kitchens, cooking deli-
cious food and sharing it with others. 
Check out our cooking workshops and 
weekly dining club.

Renew your goals, stretch your com-
fort zone and join in an activity of 
interest or two this winter at Abbots-
ford… one of the best kept secrets of 
Ottawa! (shhh…)

Abbotsford is your community sup-
port centre for adults 55+. We are the 
community programs of The Glebe 
Centre Inc., a charitable, not-for-
profit, organization which includes a 
254-bed long-term care home. Find 
out more about our services by drop-
ping by 950 Bank Street (the old stone 
house) Mon–Fri, 9 a.m.–4 p.m., tele-
phoning 613-230-5730 or by checking 
out all of The Glebe Centre facilities 
and community programs on our web-
site www.glebecentre.ca.

Pat Goyeche is coordinator of 
community programs at Abbotsford.

Getting ready to 
embrace 2019

www.glebereport.ca

©2019 Engel & Völkers Ottawa Central, Brokerage. Each brokerage independently owned & operated. Dean Caillier, Sales Representative.

I have a unique skill set to provide a comprehensive 
approach when one is looking to buy or sell a 
property. Having designed, renovated and restored 
many of the beautiful homes in the Glebe and now a 
Realtor, I appreciate both the architecture and the 
fabric of the community that the Glebe has to offer. 
For a personal real estate conversation on selling 
youryour home, contact me for a consultation.   .          . 

Pictured: Glebe homes designed by Dean Caillier

Strictly Glebe
An open house exhibition of paintings by Bhat Boy

Sat and Sun March 2 and 3
10am-4pm

27 Wilton Crescent

www.bhatboy.com
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Mary Tsai
GNAG Executive Director

Do you have a new year’s resolution? 
Start 2019 with us!

Whether you are looking to get 
into shape or return to your exercise 
routine, GNAG’s health and fitness 
programs offer a variety of classes 
that will suit your schedule and fit-
ness level in a fun, motivational and 
non-competitive setting.

Need a little encouragement to get 
back into your fitness routine after 
the Christmas break? GNAG’s Fit 
to Win contest is back! From Janu-
ary 7 to February 4, receive a ballot 
for every group fitness class you take 
for a chance to win some great prizes. 
Increase your chances of winning by 
participating in more classes! Thank 
you to our generous Glebe neighbour-
hood businesses for donating prizes. 
Work out and win!

MORE WINTER PROGRAMS
Embrace winter with some out-

door activities! Lace up your skates 
and head over to the Glebe Memorial 
Park (also known as Glendale Park) 
outdoor rink for some shinny hockey! 
Not a skater but want to become one? 
GNAG offers learn-to-skate programs 
for children JK to Grade 3 on Saturday 
mornings. Our qualified instructors 
will have your child gliding on ice in 
no time.

GNAG also has adult pick-up 
hockey Monday nights at Brewer 
Arena. This all-level adult co-ed rec-
reational hockey program puts the 
emphasis on having fun. Register for 
the season or drop in. Drop-ins must 
register online before coming.

An alternative to being on ice is 
taking it to the slopes. Back by popu-
lar demand, grade 4 to 8 ski club is 
back for another year. GNAG youth 
will head up to Camp Fortune for six 
Monday nights. All-levels ski and 
snowboarders are welcome to join. Ski 
club payment covers admissions, staff 
supervision and transportation (char-
ter bus). You can also book equipment 
and even lessons.

Rather take it indoors? How about 
giving Muay-Thai or Boxing with 
Michael Farach a try or how about 
Family Taekwon-Do? We also offer 
a wide selection of dance classes 
like Learn to Swing with Side Street 
Dance and dance with Emilie Phan-
euf.

Full details are available online at 
gnag.ca where you can also find a 
downloadable version of our Winter 
2019 program guide. Whatever you 
are in the mood for, we have a mix-
ture of programs (active and passive) 
that I am sure will suit your interests 
and keep you moving.

GNAG Fitness proudly joins the 
Heart Wise Exercise (HWE) Network, 
a partnership of community organiza-
tions who work with the University of 
Ottawa Heart Institute to provide heart 

healthy exercise for all. Eight GNAG 
fitness instructors have completed 
the Heart Wise training program, 
enabling GNAG to become a Heart 
Wise designated provider. As of Jan-
uary, the following classes are Heart 
Wise approved: Total Muscle Condi-
tioning, Low Strength and Stretch, 
Walking Strong and Fit4Living.

As one of the recently certified 
HWE instructors and a person who 
has family members with a history of 
heart disease, I believe that exercise 
is medicine.

According to the University of 
Ottawa Heart Institute, it is rec-
ommended that everyone should 
accumulate a minimum of 150–175 
minutes of moderate to vigorous 
intensity aerobic exercise each week 
spread over at least three days of the 
week, with no more than two consecu-
tive days without exercise. In addition, 
people should perform resistance 
exercise at least twice a week and pref-
erably three times per week.

What are the benefits? Some imme-
diate effects include lowering blood 
glucose within one hour, and helping 
to improve mood, sleep patterns and 
energy level. Exercise increases the 
effectiveness of insulin and improves 
confidence and well-being.

In the long term, exercise can result 
in weight loss, improved strength, 
mobility, balance, as well as improved 
bone and joint strength. Exercise will 
also reduce the risk of heart disease, 
diabetes and stroke.

At GNAG, we understand how 
important it is to find the right blend 
of core, strength and cardio exercises 
that will give you the best results. As 
a result, we are committed to offering 
a wide range of group fitness classes 
geared to all levels with a focus on get-
ting you in shape, staying active and 
improving your health.

FIT4LIVING – FREE CLASSES
Exercise your body and your mind 

for free! Fit4Living is an older adult 
fitness class which takes place Fridays, 
January 18–March 8, 1–2:15 p.m. This 
75-minute class starts with strength, 
balance and flexibility exercises and 
ends with a presentation on health and 
wellness topics by professionals.

SUMMER CAMP 2019 REGISTRATION
With all the snow on the ground, 

nothing could be further from our 
minds than organizing your summer 
plans. For GNAG, that is a different 
story. The summer day camp guide 
is now out in circulation and if you 
would like a copy, you can download 
it online or pick up a paper copy at the 
Glebe Community Centre. This year’s 
theme is “GNAG goes wild.” We’re 
wild about summer and we think you 
will be too!  Online registration begins 
Thursday, January 31 at 7 p.m.

Happy New Year  
from GNAG!

Brokers   Diane Allingham & Jennifer Stewart

home@dianeandjen.com      613-725-1171

Get your advice from the Top. 
Top 1% across Canada for Royal Lepage

dianeandjen.com

PROUD SPONSORS OF:

NOW is the time to talk 
about your Spring Move.

Call us, it’s heating up
faster than you think!

Become a 
2019 

Member

Summer Camp Early 
Bird Registration 

Opens Feb 1st

WWW.OTLBC.COM

Save on our famous 
full day camps in 

February and March 
only! 

Pre & Post Care, LUNCH 
INCLUDED, Tennis, 
Swimming, Beach 

Volleyball and much more!

Become a 2019 Member
 NEW & for 

a limited time  
 

Spread your membership 
payment over four 

installments: 
January, February, 

March & April 

INFO@OTLBC.COM

Payment 
Installment Plan
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SEEKING COMMUNICATIONS HELP
The Glebe Community Association 
(GCA) has a gap in its executive: 
we need a Communications chair. If 
you’re interested in chairing the Com-
munications Committee or support-
ing the GCA in its communications 
efforts through social media or our 
e-newsletter, please get in touch – we 
need your help!

COMMUNITY-DRIVEN SOLUTIONS
At the December GCA meeting, 

we were joined by Andrew Peck, 
Executive Director of the GCA, and 
Stephanie Lemieux, our Ottawa Police 
Service Community Liaison Officer. 
They presented on the challenges of 
panhandling and homelessness in the 
Glebe, as well as some concerns from 
local business owners about increases 
in crime. There is no doubt these 
issues are complex and they require 
effective community-driven solutions 
with the engagement of all relevant 
stakeholders.

WHERE’S CAPITAL WARD ON STANDING 
COMMITTEES ON CITY COUNCIL?

Prior to the Council’s holiday break, 
there was much news coverage and 
feedback to the Mayor regarding the 
assignments of councillors to standing 
committees. For Capital Ward, some 
committees deal with more salient 
issues than others. By salient, I mean 
matters that are literally changing 
the makeup of our neighbourhoods 
and the fabric of our urban commun-
ities. Planning Committee is the best 
example of this on Council. We are 
disappointed that only one urban-core 
downtown-area councillor will sit on 
this committee. On the city’s Finance 
and Economic Development Commit-
tee, which is responsible for high-level 
fiscal and policy items, no urban 
councillors will serve. The residents 
of Capital Ward deserve better than 
being shut out of these committees 
and the GCA supports the Ecology 
Ottawa Don’t Cut the Core campaign.

LEARNING FROM OTHER  
COMMUNITY ASSOCIATIONS

Phyllis Odenbach Sutton who is the 
President of the Ottawa East Com-
munity Association (OECA) joined 

the GCA at our November meeting. 
Given that the city intends to develop 
a plan for Bank Street in the Glebe, 
she offered some valuable insights 
from the Old Ottawa East experience 
of having both a Community Design 
Plan and Secondary Plan. We thank 
her for joining us and you can read 
some of her reflections in this issue of 
the Glebe Report. I was also pleased 
to share some of the GCA experiences 
at the December OECA.

Learning from other commun-
ity associations is an important 
step in continually improving the 
GCA. One area that the OECA has 
achieved success in is engaging resi-
dents from new townhouse, condo 
and apartment developments in their 
neighbourhood. Given the ongoing 
intensification of the Glebe and the 
numerous new or planned develop-
ments in our neighbourhood, there 
are great opportunities for the GCA 
to benefit from greater engagement 
from these residents.

DOW’S LAKE RA CELEBRATES
The Dow’s Lake Residents’ Asso-

ciation (DLRA) kept up its annual 
eat, meet and greet tradition again 
this year with its successful Christ-
mas party at the Dow’s Lake Pavilion. 
This year was special in that the 
DLRA was able to thank our former 
Councillor David Chernushenko for 
all his work over the past eight years 
and his dedication to the community. 
The executive welcomed several new 
neighbours to the DLRA and everyone 
was able to reconnect with each other, 
including many young people who 
are always welcomed. The celebra-
tion also afforded the neighbours an 
opportunity to mark Louise Aronoff’s 
service to the DLRA as vice-president 
for nearly a decade. The executive 
thanks everyone for attending and 
making this year’s eat, meet and greet 
event yet another grand success.

As always, everyone is welcome to 
join the GCA at our monthly meetings 
which resume in January. We meet on 
the fourth Tuesday of the month at 7 
p.m. at the Glebe Community Centre. 
The next meeting is on January 22. 
We also invite you to provide input via 
Twitter @glebeca.

Happy New Year, 
neighbours!

Bloomfields Flowers

 Beautiful Living Naturally

  783 Bank Street | 613-230-6434 | www.bloomfields.ca 
  1280 Wellington St. West  | 613-695-6434

Sweet Love
on Valentine’s Day...

www.sassbakery.ca
A great selection of treats for your sweets!

151B Second Ave. (just steps from Bank St.)
613-233-7277

 Treatments Gait Analysis

 Strength & Conditioning Bike Fits

  613.237.4727 I 101 Fourth Ave., Suite 1, The Glebe       themvmtcompany.com 

Mention this ad and get $25 off an initial exam 
and treatment with Luc Mahler D.C. CSCS

or Garrett de Jong, D.C.

Footsteps
Parent Centre

After school programs

Morning programs now available!
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Preschool & Daycare

Fine arts high school prep program

www.makinmoves.ca | 613-884-8990

www.sunnysidefootsteps.com | 613-236-3000

sign up now

info@sunnysidefootsteps.com | 613-236-3000 | 276 Sunnyside Ave. 
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Preschool & Daycare

Fine arts high school prep program

www.makinmoves.ca | 613-884-8990

www.sunnysidefootsteps.com | 613-236-3000

sign up now

info@sunnysidefootsteps.com | 613-236-3000 | 276 Sunnyside Ave. 
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Reflections from Old Ottawa East

Beckwith Road at Main Street in Old Ottawa East
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By Phyllis Odenbach Sutton

In an effort to intensify the links 
between our two communities, par-
ticularly in light of the 2019 opening 
of the Flora footbridge between Old 
Ottawa East (OOE) and the Glebe, our 
community associations have agreed 
to attend each other’s meetings on an 
occasional basis.

It was in this context that I had the 
great pleasure of attending the Nov-
ember Glebe Community Association 
board meeting at which I provided the 
OOE Community Association’s per-
spectives on our Community Design 
Plan (CDP) and Secondary Plan (SP).

First, a bit of background informa-
tion for readers: our original vision and 
themes arose from a 2005 community 
survey; the final versions of the plans 
were approved by Ottawa City Council 
on August 25, 2011. These documents 
include goals for land use and design, 
intensification targets, affordable hous-
ing and green space. The city wanted 
to look at just Main Street itself, but the 
community pushed for a broader scope 
so that the plans cover the entire Old 
Ottawa East area. Residents accepted 
a broad scope because they saw that 
there would be a lot more people (about 
2,000) moving into the community, and 
this would give a “critical mass” to sup-
port amenities like a grocery store and 
an enhanced community centre.

When we look back and consider 
what went well in the development of 
these plans, we have concluded that 
it takes a lot of time to get the plans 
right. The process was not rushed, 

and the community had to push back 
numerous times to get acceptable pro-
visions included. I recognize, however, 
that time may be more limited for the 
development of a secondary plan in 
the Glebe in today’s development 
environment.

We also benefitted from some 
unique circumstances. The Sisters of 
the Sacred Heart and the Oblate Fath-
ers wanted to leave a legacy, and as a 
result accepted more modest heights for 
the redevelopment of their lands, ran-
ging from four storeys at the perimeters 
to nine storeys in the middle of the site.

The community side had excel-

lent professionals helping, and we 
were able to incorporate a number of 
environmental provisions, developed 
in large part through initiatives under-
taken by Sustainable Living Ottawa 
East, the environment committee 
of the community association. The 
developers more or less bought into 
the plan as well; they realized, I think, 
that the stronger and more sustainable 
the community, the more attractive it 
would be to new residents.

So how are we judging the actions 
undertaken to date on our CDP and 
SP?

I would like to focus on two key 
areas: Main Street and the new 
developments on the former institu-
tional properties.

MAIN STREET
Our SP included the idea of reducing 

the width of the roadway of Main 
Street and a transfer of the excess to 
sidewalks. My view is that the “com-
plete street” design is a big success. 
The wider sidewalks, raised bike 
paths, parking bays available even in 
rush hour and new left turn lanes have 
improved Main Street as a neighbour-
hood street, rather than a thoroughfare 
for commuters. The recently com-
pleted Main Street Road Safety Audit 
has identified some problem areas and 
safety risks, but hopefully these can be 
rectified soon.

DEVELOPMENTS IN OLD OTTAWA EAST
I would also like to discuss our 

experience to date with the redevel-
opment of the institutional lands. The 
two major companies involved in 
projects, Domicile (The Corners on 
Main) and Regional (Greystone Vil-
lage), have been generally respecting 
the CDP. We do have some concerns, 
however, in terms of the lack of prog-
ress on affordable housing targets, 
the recent minor variance and rezon-
ing requests with respect to height for 
several components of Greystone Vil-
lage, and the request to allow office 
use rather than just retail and commer-
cial space on the side streets of The 
Corners on Main. 

We are concerned about the preced-
ent-setting nature of these applications, 
and we are also upset that there have 
been requests for rezoning from plans 
approved only a few years ago; this 
can make it very difficult for recent 
purchasers of properties who are now 
facing the possibility of higher build-
ings beside them and the consequent 
loss of sunlight and views. We have 
also been saddened to see the loss of 
many large trees as development pro-
ceeds.

A final assessment is still years 
away. But without an approved  
CDP/SP in place, our ability to 
respond to development proposals 
would, in all likelihood, have been 
more fraught and time-consuming.

Phyllis Odenbach Sutton is 
president of the Ottawa East 
Community Association.

GATHER
AT CENTRETOWN’S NEXT-TO-THE-GLEBE BREWERY & KITCHEN

37 Flora at Bank    florahallbrewing.ca
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As we launch into 2019, it’s a good 
time to look back at the final month of 
2018 (our team’s first month in office!) 
and what’s coming up in the new year.

CITY COUNCIL MEETINGS AND 
COMMITTEE NOMINATION

Before I’d even settled into City Hall, 
there were a host of official matters to be 
dealt with. Within the first two weeks we 
dealt with the Governance Report, com-
mittee nominations, retail cannabis and 
budget directions.

Unfortunately, it was clear from 
reading the Governance Report and 
committee nominations that the inten-
tion was to consolidate more and more 
power in the Finance and Economic 
Development Committee (FEDCo), and, 
ultimately, avoid adding urban voices 
to this committee. While all four rural 
councillors were selected by the mayor 
to sit on FEDCo, not one urban coun-
cillor was tapped and only two of 12 
members are from within the greenbelt. 
Residents living within the greenbelt are 
55 per cent of the population of Ottawa. 
This played out multiple times in differ-
ent ways (as an example, on Planning 
Committee, only one urban councillor is 
represented despite it being a top choice 
for many urban councillors).

This is unacceptable and poses a prob-
lem for transparency and democracy at 
City Hall. Residents expect proper geo-
graphic representation on committees. 
I knew going in that this was the way 
City Hall tended to work, but the lack 
of democratic engagement is even worse 
than I had anticipated.

A number of councillors share my con-
cerns, and we were able to put together 
several amendments intended to bring 
democratic decision-making back to 
City Hall. Votes carried 14-10 and 15-9 
against these motions. Though it was 
disappointing, this was the first time in 
recent Ottawa history that councillors 
voted against the committee recom-
mendations.

I am happy to say there were a few sil-
ver linings. I brought a motion, which 
passed unanimously, to make some 
improvements to public representation 
at the Property Standards and Licence 
Appeal Committee to ensure that orig-
inal public complainants were kept 
notified of any appeal and that they 
could have standing in front of the com-
mittee to make their case.

I will be serving as vice-chair of the 
Environment and Climate Protection 
Committee at Council. Climate change 
and sustainability are important to the 

residents of the Glebe, and I’m happy 
that I’ll be able to push for better envi-
ronmental policies at the committee. I 
will also sit on the Transportation Com-
mittee and the Ottawa Board of Health.

Next, we had a special meeting of city 
council to deal with the retail sale of can-
nabis. The federal government legalized 
cannabis, and the provincial govern-
ment has initiated online sales. Come 
April, private retailers will be allowed 
in Ontario, if municipalities approve.

Ottawa city council followed the advice 
of city staff and approved retail canna-
bis sales. This should provide safety and 
economic benefits to Ottawa as a whole. 
There are still some outstanding issues 
around zoning and the city will continue 
to lobby the provincial government to 
give us more power on these matters. 

CROSSING GUARDS IN THE GLEBE
I am very pleased to say that the inter-

section of First Avenue and O’Connor 
will be getting a new (additional) cross-
ing guard in January of 2019.

Our office is also working closely 
with city staff to try to get a crossing 
guard at Bank and Fifth. Residents have 
been told for years that it doesn’t qual-
ify under current standards, despite 
very high numbers of students using the 
intersection. We’re looking into options 
to get this addressed in the coming year.

MISSING THE MUTCHMOR RINK
One of the most prominent issues 

we’ve been presented with is the for-
mer rink at Mutchmor School. As a bit 
of background, there had been a rink at 
Mutchmor since 1932, but with the switch 
of students and the addition to Mutchmor, 
the rink was not replaced (2013–14).

I believe that the Glebe needs another 
rink with proper boards for hockey. I am 
in talks with residents and the school 
board to try to find a way to get it back at 
Mutchmor. This is an ongoing issue, but 
my team and I are working hard to get 
a rink back in the Glebe for next winter.

UPCOMING BUDGET DELIBERATIONS
The big issue coming up at City 

Hall in the coming months will be the 
budget. The draft budget will be tabled 
on February 6 and considered by coun-
cil March 6 (in this shortened election 
year). In January and February, we are 
planning to have consultations so that 
you can have your say about what the 
city should be prioritizing. More infor-
mation on these consultations will be 
communicated in the new year.

Thank you for reading.

There had been a rink at Mutchmor since 1932, but with the switch of students and 
the addition to Mutchmor, the rink was not replaced.
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Capital Ward Cup – Hockey Tournament
Saturday, January 26, 9:30 a.m.–12:30 p.m.

Brantwood Park rink

The 11th annual hockey showdown in Capital Ward will feature the Old Ottawa South Moose, the Old 
Ottawa East Hosers, the Heron Park Hackers and the Glebe Goalgetters vying for the Capital Ward 
Cup.

The tournament is a friendly co-ed faceoff on the ice of the four neighbourhoods, with Councillor 
Shawn Menard playing ref. Players should be 16 or older, and the gender balance rule is that two 
females and two males must be on the ice at all times.

To sign up, contact Shawn Menard at CapitalWard@ottawa.ca. All are welcome (women especially!)
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613-422-2128
www.adcorconstruction.com
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Helping you CHOOSE and USE your computer.
Problems solved in your home.

John Harding Malcolm Harding
info@compu-home.com                   613-731-5954

www.compu-home.com
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Software Shopping
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The Glebe 
according to Zeus
A GUINEA PIG’S PERSPECTIVE ON THE GLEBE

BORROWED   WORDS

Primate change – 
you’re never too 
small to make a 
difference
A precocious piglet has captured 
worldwide attention with her searing 
criticisms of primates as they discuss 
future world directions at their annual 
United Netizens (UN) talk in Poland.

Gertie, just 15 months old, called 
out members for stealing the future 
from all piglets. “You say you love 
us because we’re cute, furry and 
adorable. But we can’t even attend 
the primate talks. Primates need to 
change!” charged Gertie with a for-
titude beyond her age. “Lemurs, 
lorises, tarsiers, monkeys, apes and 
bipeds – they all count. But piglets 
are excluded! It’s like we don’t exist 
in the future!”

Gertie’s comments went bacterial on 
Instaounce and Twigger as 30 young 
piglets left school to search the Glebe 
streets for their future.

Frustration and anger abounded as 
the future remained elusive. “I can 

talk about it, I can imagine it, I can 
almost feel it…but then…it’s just 
always now!!” twigged a distraught 
PopChop.

Things only worsened as the piglets 
began to realize a shocking corollary 
to their exclusion from primate-
hood: “How can we exist even at this 
moment when right now we also don’t 
count as primates?!?” queried an anx-
ious Flouffy.

Selfies then flooded Instaounce 
depicting fear and horror as the pig-
lets stared into the beckoning black 
abyss of non-existence and faced the 
impenetrable problem of time.

While it looked to be only get-
ting worse, the fury of fear suddenly 
calmed just before press time when 
Rene Desfartes posted: “Relax. 
Existence is certain. To doubt one’s 
existence requires thinking. To think 
requires a thinker. Therefore as you 
doubt your existence, you are in fact 
affirming it. Right now.”

Relief was felt worldwide as pig-
lets happily returned to gaming, 
silly selfies and snacking. Unfortu-
nately, however, while existence in the 
present was certain, Gertie’s problem 
of their stolen future quickly became 
a thing of the past.

By Michelle Brooke

English has many words that aren’t re-
ally spelt the way they’re pronounced. 
Why is there a “w” in “two”? Why is 
there a “b” in “debt”? We don’t say 
these letters, so what is their purpose? 
To find the answer, we must take a 
trip back to 16th-century England, 
the time of the Renaissance. During 
this period, many other countries in 
Europe were progressing in art and 
science. England, however, felt left 
behind. They thought that the English 
language, which was only spoken 
in England at the time, lacked the 
vocabulary to discuss these learned 
topics. Latin and Greek, in com-
parison, had great prestige and were 
perceived as intellectual languages. 
So, England decided to elevate the 
English language by implement-
ing a spelling reform, known as the 
Renaissance Respelling, in which 
certain letters from Latin and Greek 
roots were added to English words. 
For example, “debt” comes from the 
Latin word “debitum” so a “b” was 
added to the English spelling, mak-
ing their connection more obvious. 
This also happened in “subtle” (from 
Latin “subtilis”) and “doubt” (from 
Latin “dubious”). Sometimes, a “p” 
was added, like in “receipt,” which 
is silent in this word, but pronounced 
in “reception.” Likewise, words spelt 
with “ph” instead of “f” such as 
“phantom” and “pheasant” come from 
the Ancient Greek spelling.

As a result of the Renaissance 
Respelling, many words are spelt 
according to their origin (etymological 
spelling) rather than according to their 
pronunciation (phonetic spelling). A 
benefit of etymological spelling is 
that it can help to group certain words 
together. For example, although “w” 
is no longer pronounced in the word 
“two” it still remains in “twelve” and 
“twenty.” Therefore, the “w” plays an 
important role in relating these words. 
Although these strange letters may 
seem out of place and even arbitrary 
at times, they can in fact help us to see 
a word’s history.

Michelle Brooke is in third year at 
Carleton University, majoring in 
linguistics and French and minoring 
in German. She loves learning and 
writing about language.

The Renaissance Respelling

Celebrating Glebe Merchant Action 
on Plastic Reduction in the Glebe 

Featured	Merchant:

WHOLE	FOODS
Actions:
• Offer	recyclable	paper	bags	at	our	registers	for	check	out,	and	

reusable	plates	and	bowls	for	customers	dining	in.
• If	a	customer	uses	a	reusable	tote	bag	for	their	check	out,	they	

offer	a	10	cent	refund	back	onto	the	customers’	receipt	or	
donate	the	dime	to	a	designated	local	non-profit.

• Provide	upcycled	cutlery	by	Preserve,	to	promote	closed	loop	
recycling	choices	when	possible.

• Actively	track	diversion	efforts	month	over	month,	and	year	
over	year	which	throughout	 the	stores	in	our	region,	giving	us	
internal	insights	on	how	we	can	continue	to	divert	less	to	
landfill.

Kudos from the Glebe Task Force on Single-use Plastics 

At The Mayfair, 1074 Bank Street
Sunday, January 27, 2019  

A powerful, inspiring documentary-film experience!

The Phenomenon Bruno Gröning
“There is no incurable; 

God is the Greatest Physician.”

  12:00 noon to 5:30 p.m.
Doors open 11:30 AM  — Two intermissions 

FREE ADMISSION (freewill donations appreciated)

www.bruno-groening-film.org
Bruno Gröning
(1906 - 1959)

Signy Fridriksson, MA RP (Qualifying) 

Counselling and Psychotherapy 

Couples, Families, Individuals
and 

2-on-2 Couple Counselling
with Steven Fick

613-864-5222      signy@signy.live
www.signyfridrikssoncounselling.ca

Deep Listening, Empathy, Respect
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By Sean Costello

In early December, long-time Glebe 
resident Sean Costello returned from 
a 10-day journey to Russia and Ka-
zakhstan, where he had been embed-
ded with the Canadian Space Agen-
cy’s media team to witness and cover 
the launch of David Saint-Jacques, 
Canada’s latest astronaut to live and 
work aboard the International Space 
Station.

Standing in the cold, biting wind of 
the Kazakh Steppe, a quick check 
of my father’s watch confirmed that 
David Saint-Jacques’s big moment – 
Canada’s next big moment – was just 
a few minutes away. As my mind went 
through a mental checklist of pre-
launch plans and intentions, I knew 
that my list was miniscule compared 
to the checks that Saint-Jacques and 
the other two Expedition 58 astronauts 
were completing. For a moment I 
wondered if my timer-driven cameras 
were going to wake up after lying in 
wait for 30 hours near the base of the 
rocket, but I quickly moved on know-
ing that nothing could be done if the 
cold had in fact worn them down. The 
launch of the mighty Soyuz-FG class 
rocket and Soyuz MS-11 spacecraft 
was upon us and the closest that any 
non-essential personnel were permit-
ted was our viewing area, some 1,400 
meters away.

Launch from the historic Baiko-
nur Cosmodrome was scheduled for 
5:31 p.m., 6:31 a.m. in Ottawa, tak-
ing into account the 11-hour time zone 
difference. Looking across the snow-
swept plains, Saint-Jacques’s ride 
stood tall, venting a small stream of 
liquid oxygen; I smiled as I recalled 
how just two-and-a-half hours ear-
lier I was honoured to be standing at 
the base of that fuelled rocket, wav-
ing as I photographed Saint-Jacques 

and his colleagues as they climbed 
the final steps to enter the elevator 
that would take them up for board-
ing. How lucky am I, I thought, to 
have been one of only two Canadians 
(a CBC videographer was the other) 
granted such exclusive media access to 
witness and report on Saint-Jacques’s 
final pre-launch steps on planet Earth. 
As I was transmitting photos and 
written reports back home for pub-
lishing, I realized that it wasn’t just 
luck. Standing at the base of that lad-
der was the culmination of years of 
hard work, focused planning, profes-
sional development, a great amount of 
support from many fine people (pro-
fessionals, friends and family alike) 
and some sacrifice from my other pro-
jects as well.

While covering Saint-Jacques’s 
launch was truly special, it was just 
one of many exciting areas of research 
for my ongoing mission to study, docu-
ment and share all that I can about the 
“ways and means” of high-performing 
people, teams and organizations. How 
are they able to rise so high above 
others? What does it take to succeed 
at the time of ignition, when it takes 
years and thousands of workers to 
prepare for that moment? What les-
sons can be learned from current or 
past events which, when transferred 
effectively, will allow other teams to 
benefit and not have to pay to repeat 
the same mistake? Essentially, what 
inspires these high performers? More 
importantly: how can I inspire others 
to be like them?

Most recently, my research was 
focused on what it takes to train and 
prepare Canadian astronauts. To read 
my feature report on the topic, please 
see seaninmotion.ca/skies. Other areas 
of study have taken me deep into 
the world of commercial spaceflight 
(SpaceX, Northrop Grumman), sport 
(on-water coverage of the 34th sailing 

Bringing the Kazakhstan space launch home to the Glebe

Sean Costello at the Baikonur Cosmodrome launch site in Kazakhstan, where 
Canadian David Saint-Jacques was launched into space.
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The author tells eager students how it all went down. 

of the America’s Cup; on-field cover-
age of the Ottawa Redblacks, including 
their win at the 2016 Grey Cup, and 
high-performance aviation (Royal Can-
adian Air Force air-to-air refueling, 
spring training of the CF-18 Demon-
stration Team and CF Snowbirds).

Restless unless I’m sharing, in 
addition to writing for entities 
like Canadian Geographic, Skies 
Magazine, Canadian Aviator, SpaceF-
lightInsider.com, I love presenting to 
elementary students (know a teacher?), 
creating custom video messages and 
also keynoting business retreats. With 
a nod to the “Apollo 13” themed learn-
ing event which was hosted by the 
Entrepreneurs’ Organization at the 

Mayfair Theatre (the very one that 
first inspired me to capture and recycle 
“failure is not an option” type lessons 
from spaceflight operations), I am con-
sidering hosting a presentation at the 
Mayfair in early 2019. It would focus 
on Saint-Jacques’s astronaut training 
and launch, my takeaways from his 
mission-to-date (he’s still up there, 
until June!) and other key findings. If 
you’d be interested in hearing about 
it, please drop me a note! I’m @Sean-
InMotion on Instagram, YouTube and 
Twitter; on Facebook, I’m Facebook.
com/SeanInMotion.ca.

Sean Costello is a Glebe writer, 
researcher and presenter.
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Come celebrate 
with Silver 

Scissors Salon
By Natali Trivuncic

The feeling of a fresh haircut has never 
gone out of style and Silver Scissors 
Salon has been delivering that feeling 
to customers for 40 years.

Co-owner Eli Saikaley says Silver 
Scissors, opened by his brother-in-law 
in 1979, was the first unisex salon in 
the Glebe.

“We didn’t know how we were going 
to be accepted and we got accepted 
very well,” says Saikaley.

Eli and his cousin and co-owner, 
Bruce Saikaley, continuously work 
on their craft, which has helped them 
create a thriving hair salon.

“There’s always things to work on, 
there’s always new things we keep up 
with but we’re very pro education,” 
says Eli Saikaley. “We travel the 
world, we participate in a lot of fun-
draisers, so we’ve stayed involved to 
keep us moving forward.”

Saikaley says he credits their suc-
cess to their customer service.

“We opened up 40 years ago and 
we’re still community oriented and we 
still strive so that our customer ser-
vice is one of the best in the area and 
that’s why we survived 40 years,” says 
Saikaley.

Although they have been met with 
success, it is not to say it has been a 
smooth 40 years. April will mark the 
fourth anniversary since the fire that 
displaced them from their last location 

in the Glebe.
Saikaley says they are grateful for 

the community’s support during that 
time, and it was that support that 
pushed them to return to the Glebe.

“We wouldn’t be here without them 
and they supported us through the 
times we had construction, still visit-
ing us. They kept us open during the 
time of the fire, with other competitors 
coming and going. I’m just grateful 
100 per cent.”

He says the key to keeping a busi-
ness alive is to keep up with trends and 
today that involves having an online 
presence. A strong social media pres-
ence not only helps to showcase their 
work, but also to gain new clients.

“It’s part of business now to have 
social media,” says Saikaley. “I think 
if you don’t have a strong social media 
game that could hurt you.”

The now infamous selfie wall in the 
salon’s washroom has become a place 
for customers to take pictures of their 
haircut and showcase it on Instagram.

Saikaley says social media also 
helped them keep in touch with cli-
ents during the time of the fire.

“I think social media saved us quite 
a bit and then our support from the 
Glebe BIA and the Glebe Report, and 
when we came back it was as if we 
didn’t miss anything,” he says.

As for the most rewarding part of 
owning a salon, Saikaley says it’s the 

relationships built with the clients.
“Seeing them happy, seeing them 

return, thanking us, referring new 
clients to us, getting to know their 
families, growing with their families, 
it’s a rewarding thing.”

Over the course of 40 years, hair 
trends have come and gone but for this 
year’s trend, Saikaley says soft looks 
are in.

“The technique of the balayage 
colouring, the technique of the long 
layers, the technique of lobbing it, the 
back shorter, the front longer, are very 
popular,” he says.

Saikaley says clients today have 
more options when it comes to styling 
hair at home but the salon treatment 
will always be in fashion.

“There are some things customers 
can do at home now which back in the 
day they used to come here and sit all 
day and be here for hours. They don’t 
need the everyday things as much in 
that, but we’re still rock solid with our 
haircuts and hair colouring so that 
keeps us in business.”

As for what’s to come in the future, 
Saikaley says to keep an eye out for 
new services.

“We’d like to add esthetics hope-
fully in the near future. We’d like to 
add maybe more hours. We don’t work 
on Sundays now but Sundays have 
become very popular, so we’d like to 
extend our services and our hours.”

Celebrations for their 40th anniver-
sary will be taking place during the 
month of January so be sure to check 
out their Instagram page @silverscis-
sorssalon and website to know what 
promotions and celebrations the salon 
will be offering.

Natali Trivuncic is a third-year student 
in the Carleton journalism program.
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Eli Saikaley (left) and cousin Bruce Saikaley, co-owners of Silver Scissors Salon, 
this year celebrating 40 years in business

858 BANK ST. SUITE 101 (ABOVE GLEBE TROTTERS)

MANON LABROSSE, POST TORNADO II
Acrylic and aerosol paint on wood panel

30in. / 76.2 cm diameter

Helping you achieve the healthy smile you deserve!

Dr. Rowida Azzi D.M.D

Dr. Richard Azzi D.M.D

Dr. Kumiko Mackasey D.M.D

•   Dentistry for Children, Adults and Seniors
•   Implants - Cosmetics - Invisalign
•   Emergencies and New Patients Welcome 
•   Saturday and Evening Appointments Available

Call us now to book an appointment: 

613.422.5900 

Lansdowne Park, 981 Bank Street
(next to PetSmart)

FREE VALIDATED UNDERGROUND PARKING

www.lansdownedental.ca

The Offi cial Team Sponsor
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By Michael Abbey

I sat down with a very energetic mem-
ber of the management team at Little 
Victories Coffee Roasters in the heart 
of the Glebe. Jeremie Thompson and 
Andy Bassett are co-owners of Little 
Victories Coffee Roasters. Thompson 
and Bassett have known one another 
for many years, so going into busi-
ness together was a natural. The store 
was a pleasure to experience as was 
the time I spent with Adrian Murray, 
who is also part of the management 
team alongside Andrew Bonner and 
Michelle Dugas. Murray lived in 
the Glebe many years ago and has 
always liked the neighbourhood. He 
has been in the coffee business for 
about six years and sees the coffee 
industry moving in the direction Little 
Victories is pursuing. Their roasting 
is “unique to Ottawa in many ways 
but in the broader sense, the wave has 
been around for some time.” I have 
noticed that the consumer is now more 
focused on smaller entrepreneurs who 
concentrate on a variety of offerings 
coupled with a smattering of new 
blends to tempt existing and new cli-
entele just coming on board.

“The Glebe, we thought, had a bit of 
a void in the market. Obviously, you 
have your big chains, like Starbucks 
and Bridgehead … but for the type of 
coffee we roast, and we make, there is 
definitely a void. We call it the third 
wave of coffee,” said Murray. Lit-
tle Victories uses high-quality beans 
from Colombia, Ethiopia, Kenya and 
Costa Rica to name a few. These 
beans can tempt customers looking 
for alternatives to the larger purveyors 
of coffee. The company avoids over-
roasting, ensuring the green beans are 
not charred during the process. This 
ensures the consumer can experi-
ence the pleasure their unique raw 
materials have to offer. “While Lit-
tle Victories Coffee Roasters offers a 
couple of blends, we are mainly a sin-
gle origin (one type of bean) roaster,” 
Murray explained.

I mentioned my coffee experien-
ces in Ethiopia, especially curious 
about the feedback on the sweetness 
of many beans from that eastern Afri-
can nation. Murray mentioned that 

people’s eyes light up sometimes when 
sipping a single-origin coffee from 
that close-to-the-equator location. He 
mentioned frequent comments from 
regular customers centre on their 
delight in knowing they are going to 
get exactly what they expect from one 
day to the next. That consistency and 
commitment to a steady product from 
day to day contributes to loyalty and 
return business.

He mentioned during busy times 
there could be a lineup back to the door. 
When people move to the front of the 
line and know exactly what they want, 
they are not disappointed when their 
purchase hits their taste buds. Con-
sistency, consistency and consistency 
are believed to be major contributors to 
return business. I could not agree more 
as I find in many of the larger chains, 
their pushing of new offerings inter-
feres with their base product.

The farmers whose beans are being 
used at Little Victories Coffee Roast-
ers do not use any agro-chemicals. 
The growers’ markets are increasing 
due to the loyalty of so many shops 
like Little Victories.

The setup in the shop was pleas-
antly sparse, with moveable tables 
and chairs allowing for seating of 
small or larger groups of customers. 
Everything they do and the way it is 
presented tempt their clientele to come 
in and stay as long as they want. The 
store is not wheelchair accessible now, 
though they are exploring a solution 
that will make it so. There were sev-
eral little ones in the shop when I was 
there. I hope they were paying atten-
tion to what was happening around 
them which was all good. The clients 
of tomorrow maybe.

When you give Little Victories Cof-
fee Roasters a try, look for the window 
on the east side of Bank Street between 
Third and Fourth avenues. Their mod-
est shop window is easy to miss. Once 
inside, there is nothing easily missed 
… just ask your taste buds when the 
first sip hits the back of your mouth.

Michael Abbey is a retired high-tech 
professional and bridge enthusiast who 
writes about business for the Glebe 
Report. He can be reached at abbey.
fenderpbs@gmail.com

Little Victories riding 
the third wave of coffee

Adrian Murray, team member (left), and Andy Bassett, co-owner of Little Victories 
Coffee Roasters

Little Victories Coffee Roasters

www.LittleVictoriesCoffeeRoasterscoffee.ca,   www.instagram.com/littlevictoriescoffee

twitter.com/littleviccoffee   www.facebook.com/LittleVictoriesCoffee

801 Bank St.       Mon–Fri, 7 a.m.–7 p.m., Sat–Sun, 8 a.m.–6 p.m.
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Stay tuned for exciting things to come in 2019!

613 788 2588    HOOPERHOMETEAM.COM

We believe a home is only made better 

BY THE COMMUNITY AROUND IT.
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By Carolyn Best

The carrot – an everyday veg-
etable with an intriguing his-
tory. The centre of diversity 
for the carrot is Afghanistan, 
where thousands of years ago 
the original wild plant was 
first valued for its leaves and 
seeds rather than its bitter and 
spindly root. But carrots “prac-
tically invited themselves to be 
cultivated” in the soil and climate 
of that land, gradually evolving into 
the fleshy, sweet, unbranched and 
edible roots that we appreciate today. 
Carrots were not orange, however, but 
rather white, pale yellow or even red.

It was in these diverse hues that 
they spread to the far corners of 
the world. Carrots arrived in north-
ern Europe courtesy of the Roman 
legions and were eventually taken 
up and improved in the Low Coun-
tries (modern Belgium, Luxembourg 
and Holland). Dutch farmers were 
renowned for their horticultural skills 
and it was said of a long list of vege-
tables that, “there were few or none 
in England but what came from Flan-
ders, Holland.”* In the 1500s, these 
connoisseurs of the vegetable king-
dom came up with a new strain of 
purple carrots that proved to be very 
successful, although their juices left 

A political 
statement, brought 
to you by the 
carrot

Carolyn Best’s Millet and Carrot Pilaf showcases the carrot’s characteristic orange hue.

Millet and Carrot Pilaf

6 medium carrots cut into half-inch pieces, 
tossed in 3 tablespoons olive oil
¾ cup millet, washed, drained, dry-roasted 
in a cast-iron frying pan until lightly golden 
toasted, then cooked in 2 cups water
1 tsp cumin
½ tsp cinnamon
½ tsp salt
juice of ½ lemon and ½ orange
8 oz. halloumi (about 225 grams), cut into ½ 
inch slabs
¼ cup freshly chopped mint

Preheat oven to 400° F and roast carrots on 
a cookie sheet for 20 to 30 minutes, until 
tender and beginning to brown. Set aside.
Place millet in a bowl or casserole dish and 
mix with spices, salt, and juice. Fluff with a 
fork to combine, then fold in cooked carrots. 
In a cast-iron skillet over medium heat, sear 
the halloumi slabs for a few minutes until 
browned on both sides. Cut into cubes and 
add to millet and carrot mixture. Serve either 
warm or room temperature.
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an unpleasant stain on cookware.
Then the politics of the Wars of 

Religion intervened to create and 
popularize today’s all-conquering 
orange carrot. In 1568, Dutch Protest-
ants revolted against the rule of their 
overlord Phillip II, the Roman Cath-
olic monarch of Spain. The rebellion’s 
most influential leader was William 
the Silent, also known as William 
of Orange because his landholdings 
included the principality of Aurenja, 
or Orange, in southern France. As 
a result, the colour orange became 

associated with the cause of Dutch 
national independence. The farm-
ers of Holland, eager to show their 
support for William and his succes-
sors, developed orange carrots with 
increased levels of the pigment beta 
carotene. They may have been making 
a political statement, yet their efforts 
have benefitted the health of both 
humans and animals, for beta carot-
ene is an antioxidant that converts to 
vitamin A and plays a crucial role in 
the health of the eyes, the skin and our 
immune systems.

As the art historian Simon Schama 
explains, “the conspicuous display 
of orange carrots at market was at 
one time deemed to be a provocative 
gesture of support for the exiled des-
cendants of William, by the movement 
that drove out the {Span-

ish} monarch during 
the 17th century.” 
This statement is sup-
ported by the names 

of the ca r rot 
varieties that 
emerged dur-

ing the period, 
which highlighted 
their orange hue. 
The contemporary 

paintings of the Dutch 
Golden Age also reflected 
the patriotic significance 
of orange carrots. In Gab-
riel Metsu’s “Vegetable 

Market at Amsterdam” 
(1661–62), they are pos-

itioned in the foreground of the 
canvas, symbolizing both Dutch 

independence and Dutch horticul-
tural accomplishment; this emphasis 
occurs in other paintings of the era, 
such as Gerrit Dou’s “The Village 
Cook” (1652) and Joachim Wtewael’s 
“Kitchen Scene” (1605).

From the 17th century onwards, the 
Dutch grew orange carrots with such 
enthusiasm that (in Europe at least) 
other colours went out of fashion. The 
older white, yellow and purple strains 
all but disappeared within a few gen-
erations, leaving the orange carrot to 
become the ancestor of our modern 
commercial varieties.

*Art in History/History in Art: 
Studies in Seventeenth - Century 
Dutch Culture (Issues and Debates), 
edited by David Freeberg and Jan de 
Vries, 1991

Carolyn Best is the former proprietor/
chef of The Pantry vegetarian tearoom.

TFI
@glebereport
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By Marisa Romano

The November issue of the Glebe 
Report announced the then-upcoming 
30th anniversary of J.D. Adam Kitchen 
Co. Yes, 30 years of healthy business 
in the Glebe. The opening of the store 
with the “olde tyme country service” 
was announced in the December 1988 
issue of the Glebe Report. The tag line 
in that ad: “Kitchen and Housewares 
with a Country Flair.” Fast forward 
30 years and the ribbons, silk flowers 
and pretty house decor items that filled 
the store back then have been replaced 
by interesting and practical items like 
spiralizers and reusable produce bags.

Curious about the kitchen of a 
kitchen-store owner, I reached out to 
Jennifer (Jen) Adam, co-owner with 
her husband John. “We don’t really 
have a tag line anymore but I guess 
you could say we are a kitchen and 
home accessories store packed with 
everything you need for kitchen, bath, 
garden and decor,” says Adam.

The Adam’s kitchen is well equipped 
and “gadgeted” in part with scratch and 
dents that Adam brings home from the 
store. Her favourite kitchen tool? A 
juicer and a sturdy garlic press. The 
household cooking is shared. Com-
fortable around the stove, John cooks 
with no need for a written recipe. Jen 
likes clear instructions and is more at 
ease with baking. She mentioned the 
banana bread that she had made a 
couple of days earlier, an old family 
staple, loved by Adam’s kids and the 
store staff. When I asked if she would 
share a recipe, she mentioned her suc-
cessful lasagna dish that she makes 
often and in large enough quantities to 
have leftovers to freeze. Here are the 
two recipes. Congratulations for a suc-
cessful business and thank you Jen for 
sharing!

Banana Bread (adapted from an old 
Company’s Coming recipe)

Ingredients
1/2 cup butter or margarine
1/2 cup granulated sugar
2 eggs
3 to 4 very ripe bananas (3 large or 4 me-
dium/small)
1 3/4 cups all-purpose flour
1 tsp baking soda
1/2 tsp baking powder
1/2 tsp salt
1 cup chocolate chips or chopped walnuts

Directions
Cream together butter and sugar. Beat in 
eggs one at a time until smooth. Blend in 
mashed bananas.
In a separate bowl, mix together flour, baking 
soda, powder and salt. Add to banana mix-
ture only to moisten. Add chocolate chips or 

walnuts. Do not overmix or loaf will be tough.
Pour into 9x5x3 inch loaf pan. Bake at 350 F 
degrees for 55 to 60 minutes.

Jen uses her Kitchen Aid stand mixer 
to cream together butter and sugar and 
then gently mixes in the dry ingredi-
ents using the lowest setting. She also 
uses her Cuisinart loaf pan lined with 
parchment paper to make it easy to lift 
out the banana bread once it cools.

Jen’s Lasagna

Ingredients
1 1/2 lbs lean ground beef
1 medium yellow onion, minced
2 tbsp oil (olive or canola)
2 cloves garlic, minced
2 cans tomato sauce, 680ml
2 cans tomato paste, 156 ml
2 tsp dried oregano
2 tbsp Italian seasoning
1/2 tsp pepper
1 tsp salt to taste
2 dashes Worcestershire
1 package lasagna noodles (20 noodles)
1 container cottage cheese, 500ml, drained
3 cups shredded mozzarella cheese, divided
1 cup grated Parmesan cheese, divided
2 eggs

Directions
In a large Dutch oven, heat oil over medium 
heat. Cook onion until softened. Add garlic, 
ground beef and cook until browned. Stir in 
tomato paste and tomato sauce. Add spices 
and simmer until slightly thickened.
Cook lasagna noodles as per package direc-
tions. Drain and cool noodles. Do not rinse.
In a large bowl stir together 2 cups of shred-
ded cheese, 1/2 cup of Parmesan cheese, 2 
eggs and the drained cottage cheese.
In a 13x9 inch (3L) baking dish spread meat 
sauce in a thin layer to cover. Cover with 4 
cooked noodles and some of the meat sauce. 
Repeat the layer. Cover with 4 noodles and 
the prepared cottage cheese mixture. Cover 
with 4 more noodles, sauce and finally the 
last 4 noodles. Top with the remaining meat 
sauce, 1 cup of mozzarella and 1/2 cup of 
Parmesan.
Brush foil with oil to ensure it doesn’t stick to 
the cheese topping.
Cover and bake at 375° F degrees for the 
first 30 minutes, then uncover until cheese 
is golden and the lasagna bubbling (5–10 
minutes).
Let stand loosely covered 10–15 minutes 
before serving.

Jen uses her largest Emile Henry 
lasagna pan, Cuisipro box grater for 
the cheese and Rosti mixing bowl for 
the cottage cheese mixture.

Marisa Romano is a foodie and 
scientist with a sense of adventure who 
appreciates interesting and nutritious 
foods that bring people together.

From the kitchen of Jen Adam

Banana Bread made by author Marisa Romano from a favourite recipe of Jen Adam
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YourCU.com 
1-800-379-7757

14 Chamberlain Ave. • 1541 Merivale Rd. • 2016 Tenth Line Rd.

A NEW TERM 
FOR HIGH 
RETURNS

Your Credit Union introduces the Escalator Term Deposit*,  where 

your returns just keep going up. If you can invest your money for 5 years 

you can earn an average return of 2.63%, which is as much as 28% higher 

than the rates at the five major banks.

Contact us today and earn  
better returns on your terms.

 

YEAR 1 YEAR 2
YEAR 3

YEAR 4
YEAR 5

1.20% 1.40% 1.85% 3.25% 5.45%

*Non-redeemable. Rates available on registered and non-registered investments.  
Minimum $1,000 investment.

A one-of-a-kind sports and wellness facility with restaurant in 

the heart of the city; discover a new passion at the RSC today.

WINTER PROGRAMMINGWINTER PROGRAMMING

 REGISTRATION NOW OPEN

RIDEAUSPORTSCENTRE.COM | 613.749.6126 | 1 DONALD ST, OTTAWA (At Adàwe Footbridge) SIGN UP BY JANUARY 10TH

YOGA          FITNESS          MASSAGE          TENNIS          VOLLEYBALL          BASKETBALL S
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Isaac Maran Zuliani
May 2018
Parents: Ines Midzic and Greg Zuliani

Eden Elizabeth Singh Bauman
May 2018
Parents: Andrew Bauman and Jessica Singh

Michael Gabriel Jaekl
January 2018
Parents: Mary and Brendan Jaekl

George Jamieson Morris
March 2018
Parents: Elizabeth Jamieson and Regan Morris

Chloe Lynn Milne Hall
April 2018
Parents: Madeline Hall and Michael Milne

Thomas Low
September 2018 
Parents: Matt and Devon Low

Charlie Davis Gottschalk
March 2018
Parents: Sarah Viehbeck and Rob Gottschalk

Max Mercier
September 2018
Parents: Katie Durling and Mike Mercier

Peter Gloor 
May 2018
Parents: Maggie Thomson and Alex Gloor
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Lionel Berard
November 2018
Parents: Kristy and Eric Berard

Emmett Berard
May 2018
Parents: Kristy and Eric Berard

Myriam Farley
September 2018
Parents: Patrick and Emily Farley

Elizabeth Jean MacIsaac
December 2018
Parents: Gregory MacIsaac and Robyn Bragg

Quinn Madeleine Stuewe 
June 2018
Parents: James Stuewe and Evelyn Spence Elliott Daniel Chook Reid

February 2018
Parents: Dan and Melody Chook Reid

Luke Hyatt Gill
October 2018
Parents: Mona Hafez and Parm Gill

Orson Benjamin Storey Tomlin
February 2018
Parents: Meghan Storey and Ben TomlinCharlie Davis Gottschalk

March 2018
Parents: Sarah Viehbeck and Rob Gottschalk

Éléanore G Thibault
January 2018
Parents: Ariane Blanc and Jean-François Thibault

Zara Jackson Van Meyl
February 2018
Parents: Joseph Jackson and Katherine Van Meyl
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By Jennifer Humphries

Taking care of your urban tree starts 
with the basics – watering as needed, 
caution when mowing around the 
trunk and exposed roots and, for a 
seedling or sapling, keeping it staked 
until it is ready to stand tall on its own.

But sometimes more is required. You 
see a stray branch or a dead one, a split 
or tendency to grow in a direction you 
didn’t intend. Before you pick up your 
tools, please read on, and then follow 
up with a handy guidebook (Canadian 
or North American), an authoritative 
article from a government, university 
or college website, or a talk with a gar-
dener or arborist you trust. Pruning can 
help your tree but, if improperly done, 

it can do serious damage.
My starting point to prepare “Prun-

ing 101” was a conversation with 
Robert Glendinning to tap his exper-
tise on trees. Glendinning has worked 
with Agriculture and Agri-Food Can-
ada in the Arboretum for 15 years. As 
stated by the Friends of the Farm, 
“While he finds himself involved 
in everything from pruning to tree 
removal to data management, his pas-
sion is the propagation of trees and 
shrubs. The result is evident in the 
nursery and in the Arboretum’s new 
plants, essential to renewing their 
ever-changing tree inventory.”

WHY PRUNE?
You may prune for shape or aesthet-

ics, to remove lower branches to create 
a canopy tree, or to remove a diseased 
or dead branch. Sometimes your tree 
is congested or bushy, and you want 
to let the air circulate to prevent dis-
ease and to allow the lower branches 
to get sunlight.

A key reason to prune is to avoid 
having branches touch and potentially 
damage your home or a power or cable 
line. Hydro Ottawa frequently prunes 
around power lines – sometimes not as 
judiciously and lightly as homeowners 
would wish. If it’s possible for you to 
take care of possible problems before 
Hydro Ottawa sends in their trimmers, 
you may be able to ward off the heavy 
pruning. Unfortunately, if you have a 
tree on city property with a power line 
near it, Hydro Ottawa’s guidelines are 
likely to leave your tree with the infam-
ous V-shape or C-shape – it will still be 
viable, though certainly weaker. Web 
search on “Hydro Ottawa” tree trim-
ming for their guidelines.

WHEN TO PRUNE
Glendinning advises that there are 

two optimal windows for pruning. 
One is late winter, when the tree is 
still dormant. Another – which he 
finds to be the best time in the Arbor-
etum – is July and August.

The worst possible time to prune is the 
fall because, in effect, you are putting 
wounds on a tree that won’t have time 
to heal before the freeze. Another poor 
time to prune is the spring during or just 
after flowering, or sending out leaves: 
the tree has just used up all its strength 
to leaf and flower, and pruning at that 
point stresses it at its most vulnerable.

An internet search can offer you 
pruning time recommendations by 
tree type or species, but the advice 
above is simple, easy to remember 
and, generally, will serve you well.

According to an article from good-
housekeeping.com “Why You Should 
Stop Pruning Your Garden in the 
Fall”, ‘…Absolutely, do not prune if 
it’s wet out, it spreads a lot of dis-
eases,’ explains horticulturist April 
Johnson, landscape coordinator at 
the Rodale Institute. Damp weather 
encourages the growth of microbes 
that will make the most of the dam-
age your pruning does. ‘Wait until the 
sun’s out for a little while; it dries out 
and kills mold and bacteria, she says.”

HOW TO PRUNE: DO AND DON’T
Glendinning offers two key pieces 

of advice:

1. Prune at the branch bark collar. 
This is the connection between the 
trunk and the branch. Don’t cut into 
the collar. What you want to have is 
a cut at the connection point where 
there are cells that are well equipped 
to heal. Eventually, if correctly done, 
a circle of healthy callus will swell 
around the cut. A good resource is 
Garden Notes #613 Pruning Cuts from 
Colorado State University Extension: 
https://static.colostate.edu/client-files/
csfs/pdfs/613.pdf

2. Use the appropriate tool. Ideally 
use a bypass pruner. It makes a better 
cut than an anvil pruner which tends 
to crush soft plant tissue. If you use 
a bypass pruner, which works like 
scissors, you do almost no damage 
to the tree. If you’re pruning a larger 
branch, you may need to use a hand-
saw, a small pruning saw that cuts 
both ways. Whatever pruning tool you 
use, make sure it is clean before and 
after use. This is particularly import-
ant if you are pruning due to disease, 
but it’s best to be sure they’re clean 
in all cases. Either a small amount 
of bleach diluted in water or a spray 
of rubbing alcohol will do the trick. 
Soapy water will kill most germs. For 
quality tools, take a look at Lee Val-
ley Tools or Ritchie Feed and Seed.

WHEN TO CALL A PRO
Primary reasons to call in a pro-

fessional are personal safety and the 
safety of property. If the pruning is 
at a considerable height or the branch 
in question is of substantial girth, an 
arborist is best equipped to do the job. 
Concern for your own well-being is 
a key determining factor in calling a 
pro. Another is that, in urban neigh-
bourhoods such as the Glebe, your 
neighbour’s home is as likely as your 
own to be affected by amateur branch 
removal gone awry.

When calling a professional, 
Glendinning advises that you choose 
an arborist certified by the Inter-
national Society of Arboriculture (the 
Ontario Chapter is at www.isaontario.
com). It’s also a good idea to ask neigh-
bours and friends for recommendations 
based on their experience. Most arbor-
ists are as keen on tree preservation 
as their removal, but some are more 
attuned to the techniques needed to 
maintain a healthy tree.

RESOURCES
For pruning techniques with dia-

grams, see Agriculture Canada’s 
web article – search on Agricul-
ture Canada Pruning – link is agr.
gc.ca/eng/science-and-innovation/
agricultural-practices/agroforestry/
growth-and-maintenance-of-trees/pruning-
trees-and-shrubs/?id=1346179616865

For fruit trees, see: omafra.gov.
on.ca/english/crops/facts/00-005.htm

Jennifer Humphries is co-chair of 
the Glebe Community Association’s 
Environment Committee. You can 
contact her at environment@
glebeca.ca.

HOT TIP: Did you know that Ottawa 

has a tropical greenhouse? Built in 

1938, it has recently been renewed, 

replanted and reopened. It’s a nice warm 

place to visit during the winter – or any 

season – and is just a few minutes away 

(Maple Drive in the Experimental Farm, 

just off Prince of Wales Drive).

Robert Glendinning of Agriculture Canada shows where to make a cut, at the branch bark collar, using a small handsaw. Note 
that he isn’t actually pruning this drooping pear tree in the Arboretum – if he does prune it, he’ll do it in late winter or in the 
summer.
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Pruning 

 101

MenardShawn

City Hall 

110 Laurier Ave W, 2    �oor

Ottawa, ON, K1P 1J1

City Councillor, Capital Ward

(613) 580 - 2424 

Capitalward@ottawa.ca

Shawnmenard.ca

nd

ext. 17017

WE’RE READY TO:

Listen and work with you

Help you access services

Build community power

Make City Hall a place for people again 
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At Elmwood, each girl is encouraged to challenge herself to excel in the 
classroom, develop confidence and lead with strength. Here, girls learn to 

be the best students, leaders, and global citizens they can be.

Learn more about our innovative approach to girls’ education 
and book a personal tour at elmwood.ca

(613) 744-7783
elmwood.ca

INSPIRING GIRLS

• All Girls
• Pre-Kindergarten to Grade 12
• International Baccalaureate World School

WE ARE EXPERTS IN HOW GIRLS 
LEARN, LEAD AND SUCCEED. 

Build your best Frosty and 
win the Snowphy Trophy 

Snowman-building contest hits the Glebe

Win the inaugural Snowphy Trophy Challenge by building the Glebe’s best 
snowperson and win a mini night out on the town and have your name engraved on 
our Snowphy Trophy.
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By Trevor Greenway

What is the best way to build a snowman? 
A corncob pipe? A button nose? Two eyes 
made out of coal? 

Now is your chance to show the neigh-
bourhood your best winter creation for 
the Glebe’s inaugural Snowphy Tro-
phy Challenge – a neighbourhood-wide 
snowman-building contest that will send 
one lucky kid on a mini shopping spree, 
with stops at Mrs. Tiggy Winkle’s, Alicja 
Confections and a movie night at Cine-
plex. Plus, you’ll get your name engraved 
on our spiffy new Snowphy Trophy, as 
well as bragging rights for the entire year. 
Keep your eye on the weather and jump 
on the opportunity to build your best 
snowperson when we get a big dump of 
the white stuff.

“There aren’t many better ways to 
spend the winter than by taking part in 
one of our favourite pastimes, building 
snowmen,” says Glebe BIA program-
ming and events manager Dana 
Thibeault. “Challenge your neigh-
bours, form allies with friends, build 
your best Frosty and don’t forget that 
magic old top hat.”

You will soon see a zoo of winter 
sculptures lined along Bank Street for 
Winterlude, as we are creating five life-
size snow sculptures depicting iconic 
Canadian animals for the winter fes-
tival. The Glebe will be bursting with 
fun on Family Day as well, with roam-
ing magicians, a mobile photo booth 
and entertainers bouncing throughout 
the neighbourhood. With a background 
canvas of snowmen throughout the resi-
dential neighbourhood, the Glebe truly 
will be a winter wonderland.

“The Snowphy Trophy Challenge is 
the perfect friendly neighbourhood com-
petition that will get families out and 
about during Ottawa’s premiere winter 
carnival,” adds Thibeault. “We hope to 
make the Glebe the snowman capital of 
Ottawa – and we need your help.”

Participants are encouraged to build 
any snow creation they desire – a clas-
sic snowman, an iconic Canadian 
animal to go along with our winter zoo 
or a complex sculpture that will wow 
our judges. Builders can simply enter 
the contest online via social media by 
posting a photo of their creation using 
the hashtag #snowphytrophy or by 
tagging us on Facebook, Instagram or 
Twitter at @intheglebe. Submissions 
can also be entered via email to trevo-
rgreenway@intheglebe.ca.

One lucky winner will be treated to 
a mini shopping spree at Mrs. Tiggy 
Winkle’s with a gift certificate to 
spend at the toy store. They will also 
receive chocolates from Alicja Con-
fections and two tickets to a movie 
of their choice at Cineplex at Lans-
downe. But the big prize is perhaps 
the Snowphy Trophy with the winner’s 
name engraved as the 2019 Champion 
and the Glebe’s best snowman builder.

Get your tools out, because the dead-
line for the competition is on Family Day 
– Monday, February 28 – at midnight. 
Spend the Family Day weekend building 
your best snowman and see if you will be 
crowned the champ.

Good luck builders.

Trevor Greenway is responsible for 
communications at the Glebe BIA 
(Business Improvement Area).

Created by BiZkettE1 - Freepik.com

Manulife, Manulife Securities, the block design, the four cube design, & strong reliable trustworthy forward 
thinking are trademarks of The Manufacturers Life Insurance Company & are used by it, & by its affiliates 
under license. Manulife Securities Incorporated is a Member of the Canadian Investor Protection Fund. 
Manulife Securities Investment Services Inc. is a Member of the MFDA IPC.

We are local!
4-99 Fifth Ave.
613-680-2600
Jon.beckman@manulifesecurities.ca
Follow us on

From

Beckman Wealth Management

Unsure of where to invest your TFSA and 
RRSP contributions this year? We can help. 

beckmanwealthmanagement.ca

613.744.6697
*Charles Sezlik #1 Royal LePage realtor in Eastern Ontario, 43 +/- Offices - 1150+/- realtors, based on gross closed commissions 2018. 

Charles Sezlik, Cindy Sezlik, Dominique Laframboise,
Sara Adam, Sales Reps. & Trystan Andrews, Broker

6104 Knights Dr - $2,290,000
Rideau Forest

7  Timbercrest Ridge - $3,150,000
Cedarhill

THINKING OF BUYING OR SELLING THIS SPRING?
Discover what working with Ottawa’s best can do for you!

#1 in Ottawa*

SOLD
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The Glebe BIA is seeking creative 
submissions for a large-scale mural 
that celebrates life in our city and 
neighbourhood.

Artists and artist teams are invited 
to propose mural projects that will 
animate the area and enrich the 
Glebe’s creative energy. With a theme 
of “Bringing Spaces to Life,” we hope 
to further create an on-street experi-
ence that is second to none; one that 
truly celebrates life in our country, our 
city and our great downtown neigh-
bourhood – the Glebe.

Murals that capture the essence of 
the Glebe’s community spirit, charm 
and history will be given highest con-
sideration. Through the arts, we hope to 
convey the story of the Glebe to visitors 
and residents of the neighbourhood.

Submissions should conceptualize a 
painting, mosaic artwork or art instal-
lation that will be applied to exterior 
walls. The creation of these murals 
will enrich the community and on-
street experience by:

• Creating landmarks
• Demonstrating community iden-

tity and pride
• Enlivening and beautifying the 

area
• Deterring graffiti
• Creating a “wow” moment for 

tourists, residents and customers.

Key considerations:
• Artist(s) involved
• Location, scale and concept of the 

mural
• Visual competition of the mural 

within the visual landscape

• Maintenance plan for the mural
• Minimizing negative space to 

deter graffiti.
The Glebe BIA, in partnership with 

the City of Ottawa and Underground 
Sound, will fund winning concepts 
and help facilitate their production 
and installation.

Requirements and guidelines
Artists and artist teams interested in 

participating in the 2019 Glebe Mural 
Program should submit one copy of 
each of the following:

• A letter of interest of no more than 
one page explaining the artist’s or 
artist team’s interest in the project, 
experience working on comparable 
projects and statement of approach;

• A resumé not to exceed two 
pages, including artist training, 
professional experience and art/
public art commission. If submit-
ting as a team, a separate resumé 
should be submitted for each team 
member;

• Three work samples (including 
title, year, location and image) of 

your past or current projects;
• A design concept sketch;
• A project name;
• A maintenance plan for the pro-

ject;
• Complete contact information; 

and
• Professional references (upon 

request).
Artists may submit more than one 

design proposal (template) along with 
a statement for each design. Do not 
send any materials not specifically 
requested (i.e. transparencies, DVDs/
videos, articles, etc.), as they will not 
be reviewed by the jury. Any hard 
copies of submissions will not be 
returned.

Eligibility
Designs cannot contain advertise-

ment or promotion for any business, 
product or viewpoint. Designs may 
not include any breach of intellec-
tual property, trademarks, brands or 
images of illegal activity.

Commission
To be determined and dependent on 

project scope

Application
Applications must be submit-

ted by Sunday, February 3, 2019, at 
midnight. Submissions or questions 
should be addressed to Trevor Green-
way, Communications & Membership 
Engagement Officer at trevorgreen-
way@intheglebe.ca or 613-680-8506 
or sent to 858 Bank Street, Suite 110, 
Ottawa, ON, K1S 3W3.

GLEBE MURALS – CALL FOR SUBMISSIONS

11 des Oblats Ave | Mon-Thurs: 12-6pm |  Sat-Sun: 12-5pm | 613-806-6246

cornersonmain.ca

Visit the brand new condominium and stunning model suites, just off Main Street:

Don’t miss your last opportunity to be a part of our story.

gorgeous
suites

remain

months
until

move-in

9 5
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AT  THE  FLICKS
with Lois and Paul

Generation 
Wealth

DIRECTED BY LAUREN GREENFIELD
(U.S.A., 2018)

DOCUMENTARY

Review by Lois Siegel

It’s un-American to say you make too 
much money.

Generation Wealth is a film about 
rich kids and rich adults. Lauren 
Greenfield explores the world of 
greed – why are people obsessed 
with wealth? $20,000 designer bags, 
13-year-olds who flaunt $100 bills, 
parents who hire go-go girls as enter-
tainment for their son’s bar mitzvah, 
high schools that celebrate the “best 
body” queen: the American dream.

Eden Wood is six years old. She 
‘Starred’ in “Toddlers and Tiarias,” an 
American reality television series that 
sexualized three-year-olds. Eden flashed 
about wearing a showgirl costume – Las 
Vegas-style with feathers and glitz. “I 
would have money as a goal, she states. 
I would have money big as this room. I 
would spend it all and kiss it.”

We meet lots of “money” people. 
There’s Limo Bob from Chicago. He 
has been in the Guinness Book of 
World Records twice with his Long-
est Limo. It has a swimming pool and 
helicopter pad. It’s a city block long. 
One guy in China has built a duplicate 
“White House” with Mount Rushmore 
on site. And then there’s the German 
who owned a 20,000-square-foot 
home that he claimed he never stepped 
in because he was always working – 
working to make more money. He had 
a 100-hour work week. And there’s the 
24-karat-gold toilets. What is it about 
the adrenalin rush that money triggers?

David and Jaqueline Siegel, from 
the movie The Queen of Versailles are 
revisited. Greenfield filmed them as 
they were in the process of building the 
largest house in America in Orlando, 
Florida. David, 74, had been married 
twice before when he met Jacqueline, 43. 
She came from humble roots... a small 
town in New York. Jackie had a degree 
in engineering, decided to become a 
model, moved to New York City, mar-
ried a Wall Street guy, divorced, met 
David. And there you go....

It’s not rocket science. He had money. 
His dough was from Westgate Resorts 
– the largest privately owned time share 
enterprise – 28 resorts in 11 states.

They settled in. Eight children share 
their home, a cozy abode of 26,000 
square feet with 17 bathrooms. Jackie 
is addicted to shopping. David loves 
his work. Fantasy worlds have a way 
of crumbling. Market meltdowns 
change lives. The dream house is 
put on the market. Hired help are let 
go. Kids can no longer go to private 
schools. Jackie has to cook.

Body maintenance is another con-
cern of money lovers: cosmetic 
procedures. The film moves to women 
who spend thousands on multiple sur-
geries to be more attractive and “to 
reinvent themselves,” like the lady 
who had three nose jobs. The film-
maker also focuses on herself. She 
photographed wealth and excess for 
25 years. Background: Harvard par-
ents who divorced, mother Ph.D. in 
Culture and Human Development. 
The kids lived with dad because 
Greenfield travels all the time for her 
work taking photos and filming. Even 
she questions what it means to be a 
good parent. The message: “Be care-
ful of what you wish for.”

The film is excellent – a must see.

Running time: 106 minutes
DVD available on Amazon.com

DIRECTED BY WIM WENDERS
(WEST GERMANY/FRANCE, 1987) 

Review by Paul Green

“It all started with Rilke,” says Wim 
Wenders in his commentary. Apparently, 
Rilke’s poetry contains frequent refer-
ences to angels. Poetry is perhaps the 
operative word here, for Wings of Desire 
is nothing if not a visual poem, a paean to 
the human condition with all of its angst, 
sadness, desire and melancholy.

Shot in the divided city of Berlin 
in 1986, Wings chronicles the earthly 
sojourn of two angels, Damiel and 
Cassiel (Bruno Ganz and Otto Sander 
respectively), who have been present 
from the very beginning, at least in 
this corner of the earth.

When walking alone by the river 
Spree, they recall when the glaciers 
retreated, when the river finally found 
its bed. They saw when the first bipeds 
emerged from the muck with a shout and 
laughter. And the angels laughed in turn; 
and when the bipeds learned how to 
make war, the angels stopped laughing.

Most of their time, however, is spent 
among the sad-eyed residents of Ber-
lin as they move about the unrelieved 
drabness of their city 40 years after 
the end of the war. Unable to inter-
vene in human affairs, Damiel and 
Cassiel are privy to their thoughts, as 
are the viewers who register them as 
a sort of internal monologue. There 
is the young man who wonders about 
a former girlfriend who has been ill 
for two years. Or the Turkish immi-
grant woman worrying about medical 
expenses. They observe the old man 
named Homer (German/American 
actor Curt Bois – he was in Casa-
blanca and worked under Max Ophüls 
– seen here in his 90s) who wonders 
what has become of Potsdamer Platz, 
once the cultural heart of pre-war 
Berlin, and now a desolate wasteland. 
And while they “comfort” an accident 
victim, they are unable to prevent a dis-
traught man from leaping to his death.

This is a bravura bit of filmmaking, 
aided immeasurably by Henri 
Alekan’s luminous black-and-white 
cinematography, in which our two 
angels alternately hover over Berlin-
ers while perched on a monument or 
a statue of an angel, or move among 
them on a tram or in their sparsely fur-
nished apartments. Some of the most 
intriguing sequences are filmed in a 
library, one of the few modern struc-

tures in the film. Taken collectively, 
the random thoughts of Berliners are 
revealed as a long, rambling mono-
logue interspersed with flashes of 
political wit and philosophical insight. 
The effect is hypnotic. And there is 
the timeless curiosity of children who 
ask: why am I me and not you; why 
am I here and not there; when does 
time begin and where does space end?

About halfway through, Wings shifts 
gears when Damie – everyman actor 
Ganz – starts thinking about what 
it would be like to be mortal – to be 
able to feed a cat, have a meal or feel 
newspaper ink on his fingers. He falls 
in love with the trapeze artist Marion 
(the radiant Solveig Dommartin) who 
works in a tatty circus and thinks she 
might fall because that night there is a 
full moon. Actor Peter Falk livens up 
the proceedings by playing himself; he 
is appearing in some sort of war film 
that takes place during the Nazi per-
iod. This film within the film is set in 
an old air raid shelter. Actors and extras 
move about; we see children – urchins 
really –  an old Jewish woman and a 
man in the uniform of an SS officer. 
Peter Falk doesn’t have a script so he 
carefully chooses a hat, while sensing 
the presence of angels about him.

Dommartin’s scenes with Ganz are 
enchanting, her trapeze act symbol-
izing for Damiel the sort of mortal 
freedom he is seeking. There is no 
plot to speak of here, just a skillful 
progression of layers and images – 
hopeful and otherwise – all set among 
the vacant spaces and partly bombed-
out buildings near the Wall. It is here 
where Damiel, now fallen, learns to 
distinguish among the colours found 
in the art and graffiti covering the west 
side of the Wall.

Like the Yardbirds in Antonioni’s Blo-
wup, the astonished viewer can gaze at 
a very young Nick Cave and the Bad 
Seeds performing a sort of haunting, 
late-80s Berlin grunge in a gothic set-
ting that resembles nothing so much as 
a barely lit, bombed-out railway station.

One of the very best of European 
art house films, Wings of Desire will 
stand up to a number of viewings. The 
American remake with Nicholas Cage 
and Meg Ryan is best avoided.

In German with English subtitles and 
some French and English.
Running time: 127 minutes.
Rated 14A.
Available on DVD at Glebe Video.

Wings of Desire
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By Meg Sutton

Sock ‘n’ Buskin Theatre Company, 
Canada’s oldest student-run theatre 
company, is coming back to the Glebe. 
After the sold-out production of The 
Elephant Man graced Glebe-St. James 
United Church last year, the company 
is back with a new production sure to 
pull and delight heart strings.

Almost, Maine, written by John Car-
iani, follows nine different love stories 
taking place in the same town at the 
same time. However, every story is 
unique and love doesn’t come as easy 
for some.

Egos are bruised and hearts are 
broken, as love is lost and found; but 
the bruises can heal, and the hearts 
can be mended - almost.

Almost, Maine explores the myster-
ies and the complicated nature of the 
human heart. “This show is all about 
real people and their relationships. 
It’s big by being small. No one is a 
crazy character, they’re all real,” said 
director Sarah Ashton, a third year 
Carleton student.

Ashton explained how Almost, 
Maine is a show about community 
and the relationships between com-
munity members. It has a strong sense 
of being there for your neighbours and 
wanting what’s best for them. “Love is 
complicated, which is why I want this 
version of Almost, Maine to be sim-
ple, so that the audience can focus on 
the story. I don’t plan on having any 
flashy sets, crazy costumes or light-

ing techniques. I want everything to 
be simple. I want the audience to walk 
away talking about the performance 
that the actors put on,” she said.

Sock ‘n’ Buskin is based out of the 
Carleton University community, so 
many students live and work in the 
Glebe. In fact, Ashton and one of her 
stage managers work at GNAG in the 

Glebe Community Centre.
This production, though, will go on 

at Glebe-St. James United Church like 
last year. “It is an accessible venue,” 
said artistic director Christian Gian-
sante. “It provides a large space smack 
dab in the middle of our intended 
audience.”

Giansante also commented on how 
helpful the church has been. “Glebe-
St. James has been wonderful in 
accommodating our sets and props, 
as well as inviting their community 
members to the production,” he said.

This is important because one of the 
central themes of the show revolves 
around a bench. A certain couple 
meets on the bench and their inter-
action percolates throughout the other 
relationship storylines.

As the main theme of Almost, 
Maine is love, it also illustrates how 
things can change in a heartbeat. That 
is what Ashton uses to connect the 
nine otherwise unconnected stories.

Most of the characters are only in one 
10–15 minute scene, and although their 
appearance is brief, the audience gets a 
sense of the characters’ emotions and 
how their love is affecting them.

“I like to describe this play as an 
album of love songs,” said Ashton. 
“Once one scene is done you move on 
to the next and you feel a whole dif-
ferent kind of love.”

At the end, it is clear that this play is 
about normal people, and there is no 
real fantasy or magic.

“It’s just people and feelings. Like 
in life, Almost, Maine offers no easy 
answers, but instead gives the audience 
the chance to connect and empathize 
with the characters. Hopefully, the 
audience will see themselves in at least 
one of these characters,” said Ashton. 
“The end of a scene is never the end of 
the story, it’s more like the beginning of 
a new chapter because love never really 
ends, it just changes.”

With such a complex yet simple 
story, the cast and crew of Almost, 
Maine has been hard at work since 
early October. Natascha Sekerinski, 
one of the stage managers of the pro-
duction, described the experience as 
amazing but busy. “The challenge is 
that our actors are playing everyday 
people. It’s like that saying, that you 
can act a character, but playing your-
self is the real challenge,” she said.

However, putting students on stage 
is not a new concept for Sock ‘n’ 
Buskin. The company has been oper-
ating for 75 years, and it continues to 
produce at least four or five shows a 
season (or in their case, a school year.)

Ashton said not to let their ages fool 
you, though. “The cast is everything 
I could’ve wanted from a group of 
actors. They are professional, talented 
and, most importantly, full of life.”

Almost, Maine will take place on 
January 18, 19, 25 and 26 at Glebe-St. 
James Church. Tickets can be pur-
chased online or at the door, and the 
company accepts reservations and will 
try to accommodate you as much as 
possible.

If you can’t make it out this time, 
Agatha Christie’s The Mousetrap is 
the company’s next show of their 75th 
season. Bringing Victorian England to 
the Kalish Mital Theatre at Carleton, 
the play is a classic murder mystery 
with a twist. Come see it February 1, 
2, 3, 8 and 9.

Meg Sutton is a fourth year Journalism 
student at Carleton University and a 
Sock ‘n’ Buskin executive.

Actors Emily Poulson and Daniel Morakinyo embrace during a scene in the play 
Almost, Maine, coming to Glebe-St. James Church in January.
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By Roland Graham

Following a memorable choral work-
shop last autumn, which culminated 
in a sold-out performance of Vivaldi’s 
Gloria in December that raised over 
$2,000 for the CHEO Foundation, 
I’m pleased to announce a winter 
2019 edition, which will take place 
Wednesdays from 7 to 9:30 p.m., 
from January 30 to April 17, with a 
performance of the Fauré Requiem 
with orchestra and soloists on Friday, 
April 19.

The winter workshop will develop 
concepts introduced in past work-
shops, especially the listening, 
breathing, rhythm, intonation and 
singing in harmony exercises that have 
served participants well in the past 
with a focused program of musical 
study leading up to a performance in 
which participants will put techniques 
into practice. As one participant com-
mented, “I found your classes richly 
textured, vividly imagined and clearly 
delivered. You’re an excellent teacher 
– one who can balance varied needs, 
control a disparate group, point out 
rough spots without singling out cul-
prits and, to clarify a point, come 
up with the most imaginative illus-
trations I’ve encountered to date. 
Thank you for a splendid six weeks.” 
Said another, “I particularly enjoyed 
the focused workshop approach that 
explicitly integrated theory and prac-
tice, and I appreciated the clarity of 
the learning objectives that you articu-
lated at the outset.”

There is no audition for the work-
shop. However, participants will be 
expected to be able to match pitch (sing 

the same note as played on a piano), 
and basic music reading ability would 
be a strong asset. Please contact me if 
you are unsure of your suitability.

A novel fee structure will allow 
participants to reduce the cost of 
the course, even taking it for free, 
through the sale of tickets to the 
course-end concert. The course 
fee of $300 covers: 12 two-and-
a-half hour workshop sessions; 
rehearsing and performing with a 
professional orchestra; and admin-
istrative and production costs. 
Early-bird special: register by Janu-
ary 6 and pay only $250. To register 
or to obtain more information, write  
winterchoralworkshop@gmail.com. 
The course limit is 50 people (25 
minimum required). Register now 
to ensure your spot!

Roland Graham is a pianist, conductor, 
teacher and concert producer. He is 
music director at Southminster United 
Church and with the Rideau Chorale, 
and artistic director of Upbeat! 
Productions.

Choral singers, 
aspiring or 
experienced!

Last year’s choral workshop culminated in a performance of Vivaldi’s Gloria.
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www.metroglebe.com
COUPONsave VOUCHER
*Redeem this coupon in store to save $20 on your next 

purchase of $100 or more at McKeen Metro Glebe. 
(in-store only/expires January 31st, 2019)

$20
*on your next $100 purchase
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   ea
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Member of Parliament, Ottawa Centre
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By Kelly Sirett

A new year is upon us and this offers 
the perfect opportunity for both a re-
flection of the year that has passed as 
well as the chance to look forward and 
make goals for the year ahead. In this 
spirit, staff and teen volunteers from 
the Sunnyside library have compiled 
a list of some of the best books we 
read in 2018. Our hope is that this list 
will serve as a starting point for a year 
of reading and that 2019 brings you 
laughter, learning and adventure – all 
made possible with your library card!

Bad Blood: Secrets and Lies in a 
Silicon Valley Startup by John Car-
reyrou

A fascinating and shocking true story 
of a 9-billion-dollar company named 
Theranos, a company that promised to 
revolutionize the medical industry with 
a machine that would make blood test-
ing significantly easier and save lives, 
but instead caused harm as the technol-
ogy did not work. A real page-turner! 
Highly recommended if you’re inter-
ested in true crime.

– Barb, customer service assistant 
at Sunnyside

In the Heart of the Sea: The Tra-
gedy of the Whaleship Essex by 
Nathaniel Philbrick

I really enjoyed this true story, the 
inspiration for Melville’s classic Moby 
Dick. The actual sinking of the Essex 
is described in only a few pages, but 
Philbrick attaches to that event inter-
esting facts about whales, whaling, the 
town of Nantucket and survival on the 
high seas. A great read.

– Tony, manager of Central 
Branches

La main d’Iman by Ryad Assani-
Razaki

Written by a Canadian author, this 
book centres on poverty and bad 
social conditions in Africa starting 
from the 1960s and continuing for 
three generations. It is so well written 
that you feel it’s real. It describes the 
violence toward children and how vio-
lence generates only violence. A lot of 
sadness in the book but a very insight-
ful description. I also liked the way 
that the story is told by many voices 
in a very skilful way.

– Karima, librarian at Sunnyside

Need to Know: A Novel by Karen 
Cleveland

One of my favourite books this year. 
Cleveland is a new author. The book 
was very interesting and unpredict-
able.

– Pia, customer service assistant at 
Sunnyside

Pandemic 1918: Eyewitness 
Accounts from the Greatest Med-
ical Holocaust in Modern History 
by Catharine Arnold

A really interesting read on the hist-
ory of the Spanish influenza epidemic 
and the ramifications for today.

– Jennifer, customer service assist-
ant at Sunnyside

Salem’s Lot by Stephen King
Scary story with unexpected twists 

and turns, one of King’s first books 
(and his best in my opinion). Recom-
mended for anyone who is a fan of 
vampires but not interested in reading 
an entire saga. Very similar to other 
King novels without the 1,000+ page 
count. Not for the squeamish.

– Anthony, customer service assist-
ant at Sunnyside

Seeing Red: A Novel by Sandra 
Brown

This is the story of a TV journal-
ist named Kerra Bailey, who gets to 
meet her hero – the man who saved 
her from a bombing 25 years earlier. 
Things quickly get dangerous when 
her hero, Major Franklin Trapper, 
is shot right after the interview and 
Kerra is running for her life. With the 
help of the Major’s son John, they try 
to uncover who would want a national 
hero dead.

– Sylvie, children’s program and 
public service assistant at Sunnyside

Song of the Lion by Anne Hiller-
man

In her third book, Anne Hillerman 
continues her father’s outstanding ser-
ies around the Navajo tribal police 
department and the Navajo commun-
ity as a whole. Tony Hillerman began 
his “Leaphorn and Chee” books back 
in 1970 and they still stand up today 
as great detective novels. Anne now 
focuses on Bernie Manuelito who is 
married to Jim Chee. Lieutenant Joe 
Leaphorn is now retired from the 
force but is still helping with the inves-
tigations. Beautifully written story. 

Outstanding series of books. They do 
not have to be read in order, but it helps.

– Christina, public service super-
visor at Sunnyside

The Book Thief by Markus Zusak
I liked this book because I found 

the setting very intriguing. This story 
is set in Nazi Germany where books 
written by Jewish authors or any books 
deemed to go against the regime are 
burned. This is what was really hap-
pening in Germany at the time. This 
book has a variety of characters, ran-
ging from ones that hate Hitler to 
members of the Hitler regime. I also 
liked the mysterious narrator...

– Winston, teen volunteer at Sunnyside

The Dictionary of Animal Lan-
guages: A Novel by Heidi Sopinka

One of my favourites in 2018 – a 
literary fictional account of a woman 
whose life’s work is recording animal 
languages, and what this says about 
love, intimacy, art and life.

– Ann, manager of Content Services

What we read and loved in 2018

Here is a list of some titles read and discussed recently in various local book clubs:

TITLE (for adults) AUTHOR
Northern Light: The Enduring Mystery of Tom 
Thomson and the Women Who Loved Him1

Roy MacGregor

Sing, Unburied, Sing2 Jesmyn Ward

Forgiveness3 Mark Sakamoto

Son of a Trickster4 Eden Robinson

They Left Us Everything5 Plum Johnson

A Child’s Christmas in Wales6 Dylan Thomas

A Bold and Dangerous Family: The Remarkable 
Story of an Italian Mother, Her Sons, and Their 
Fight Against Fascism

Caroline Moorehead

Laid Waste7 Julia Gfrörer

Rules of Civility8 Amor Towles

1. The 35 Book Club
2. The 15 Book Club
3. Abbotsford Book Club
4. Can’ Litterers

   What Your Neighbours are

      Reading
If your book club would like to share its  
reading list, please email it to Micheline Boyle 
at grapevine@glebereport.ca

5. Helen’s Book Club
6. Seriously No-Name Book Club
7. OPL Sunnyside Ottawa Comic Book Book Club
8. OPL Sunnyside Second Friday Adult Book Club 

The Marrow Thieves by Cherie 
Dimaline

This prize-winning novel is set in 
the future, but how far in the future 
is not clear. The world is in a state 
of chaos, devastated by the effects 
of climate change. One effect is 
that most people – except for North 
America’s Indigenous population – 
have lost their ability to dream. A 
group of Indigenous children, teens 
and adults band together to try to 
escape and survive. A suspense-
ful, beautifully written story set in 
a dystopian future, while echoing 
Canada’s dark history.

– Kelly, coordinator at Sunnyside

The Particular Sadness of Lemon 
Cake: A Novel by Aimee Bender

I just finished reading it – an inter-
esting read, written in the style of 
magic realism, which doesn’t hap-
pen often in English literature. It’s 
the story of a young girl who can 
feel the emotions of those who have 
made the food that she is eating. 
It follows her as she grows up and 
struggles to come to terms with her 
unusual gift. It’s a story of growing 
up and dealing with one’s own falli-
bilities and those of your family as 
well.

– Sue, children’s program and public 
service assistant at Sunnyside

They Left Us Everything: A Mem-
oir by Plum Johnson

This memoir deals with the joys and 
challenges of coping with aging par-
ents. It addresses this issue in a light 
and accessible way. I would recom-
mend it for anyone, especially those 
who find themselves in a similar pos-
ition.

– Shelagh, page at Sunnyside

These books and so many more are 
available from your public library.

Kelly Sirett is a librarian and the 
coordinator at the Sunnyside Branch 
of the Ottawa Public Library. She has 
many interests and loves many things – 
but especially sunny days, first and last 
lines, and doing the hokey pokey.
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Joel Harden
MPP Ottawa Centre

Ottawa has a housing crisis.
We recently learned through a CBC 

report that the number of chronically 
homeless families seeking shelter 
in our city spiked by 143 per cent 
between 2014 and 2017. To make mat-
ters worse, at the time of writing there 
are 380 families living in motels and 
hotels waiting to be housed.

City shelters are over-capacity, 
and have been for some time. Shelter 
operators talk about people sleep-
ing upright in waiting room chairs 
because municipal regulations prevent 
mats from being laid out on the floor.

It’s crucial to ensure those who need 
shelter can access it, but we also can’t 
overlook the root of the problem. The 
fundamental cause of this overcrowd-
ing is a lack of affordable housing 
supply in Ottawa.

Right now, about 10,500 families 
in our city are on the waiting list for 
subsidized housing. In some cases, the 
wait can be up to five years long. Year 
after year, the rental vacancy rate con-
tinues to drop. Currently, it’s a meagre 
1.6 per cent, the tightest rental market 
in seven years.

As we work towards finding emer-
gency housing for those living on 
our streets, we must also discuss 
how other cities, like Edmonton and 
Montreal, are increasing the stock of 
affordable housing. We need policies 
that emulate these positive examples.

One of these policies is inclusion-
ary zoning, where new residential 
developments are required to include 
a certain percentage of affordable 
homes. It’s encouraging that the mayor 
has voiced support for this tool, but 
we need to ensure that inclusionary 
zoning rules require a significant per-
centage of affordable housing, rather 
than a token amount.

We also need to see provincial 
investment in building more afford-
able housing, including support 
for co-ops and adaptive housing. 

Unfortunately, the Ford government is 
proceeding to make housing even less 
affordable by eliminating rent control 
for newly built units.

In the meantime, more people are 
sleeping in cars, in bus terminals, 
at fast food restaurants or outside in 
makeshift tents during these cold 
winter months. Many organizations 
are making the rounds to check on 
outdoor sleepers, but these actions 
forestall the inevitable. Sooner or later, 
we will hear news about a preventable 
death from someone sleeping outside.

We cannot allow that to happen. 
Which is why on December 9 our 
office hosted a meeting with shelter 
providers, housing advocates and city 
councillors to discuss short- and long-
term solutions to addressing housing 
and homelessness. Lots of creative 
ideas emerged for how we can help 
those without a home now, and tackle 
the shortage of affordable housing. 
We’ll continue working closely with 
these organizations as we encour-
age the city and province to act with 
urgency in supporting those without 
a home.

DEVELOPMENT THAT WORKS  
FOR PEOPLE

We have received a high volume 
of calls and messages from constitu-
ents who are concerned regarding 
the provincial government’s Bill 66, 
especially its provisions allowing the 
creation of “open for business” bylaws 
that will allow municipalities to side-
step environmental protections for 
new developments.

I share these concerns. Putting pro-
tected lands and clean drinking water 
at risk to increase developer profits is 
unacceptable. Thank you to everyone 
who has written us about this issue. 
I would also encourage you to voice 
your concerns with the premier and 
Minister of Housing and Municipal 
Affairs’ offices.

Time for real action to address 
housing and homelessness

Mon. - Wed.: 10 - 5:30 • Thurs. & Fri.: 10 - 7 • Sat.: 10 - 5 • Sun.: 11 - 5 • 1136 Bank Street, Ottawa  ON  K1S 3X6   
                          613-730-9039 • theclothessecret.com   Follow us:    
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Start the new 
year off right.

All Fall and Winter fashions  
are all 40-80% off. It’s the  
perfect time to save big.

Happy New Year!

ZINN RICHARDSON
D E S I G N  B U I L D  R E N O V A T E  

ZINNRICHARDSON.COM    613-809-5089

A  U N I Q U E  P R O C E S S  T O  S A V E  
Y O U  M O N E Y .   F I N D  O U T  H O W .  

R E S I D E N T I A L  &  C O M M E R C I A L  P R O J E C T S

new patients welcome

Dr pierre isabelle
Dr. peter Kim

GleBe Dental centRe
FIFTH AVENUE COURT-EVENING APPOINTMENTS

OPEN MONDAY-FRIDAY

For appointments call 613-234-6405

TM

www.collinsbarrow.com

Defining  
Clarity  
in any  
language

Proudly serving the National Capital 
Region in both official languages, 
Collins Barrow Ottawa can offer 
you objective, actionable advice to 
maximize opportunities in virtually 
every area of your operation. 

With offices from coast to coast, our 
audit, tax and advisory professionals 
make your business our focus.

Isn’t it time to reach your potential?

RESIDENTIAL SERVICES
New home wiring

Additions & renovations
Panel upgrades

Knob & tube rewiring
Generator installation

Hot tubs & pools
Surge & GFCI Protection

COMMERCIAL SERVICES
Renovations

Store/Restaurant fit ups
Ground-up construction

Electrical service upgrades
Lighting retrofits
Service & repair

Equipment hook-up
Fire alarm installation

Condominiums
Garage/warehouse

Matt McQuillan
Master Electrician

Electrical Contractor License No. 7005472

office: 613-257-5257
fax: 613-257-1844
email: info@mcquillanelectric.ca

ESA Registered, Insured & Qualified

Specializing in residential & commercial electrical services

www.mcquillanelectric.ca
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By Bob Brocklebank

In the final months of the Wynne 
Liberal government in Ontario, sig-
nificant changes were made that could 
affect municipal government across 
the province and have an impact on 
traditional neighbourhoods such as the 
Glebe. Notably, the Ontario Municipal 
Board (OMB) was replaced by the Lo-
cal Planning Appeal Tribunal (LPAT.)

When the city takes a decision on 
a land-use planning issue (questions 
such as changing zoning to allow new 
construction or dividing a lot to allow 
a new building to be inserted) it has 
been possible to seek a second opinion 
by appealing to the OMB. Sometimes 
an appeal leads to mediation – the par-
ties talk and reach a compromise. On 
other occasions the issue rises to a 
hearing in which the different parties 
argue in what resembles a court and 
a decision is rendered by the Board.

Of course someone was bound to 
be disappointed whenever the OMB 
made a decision. Against this back-
ground it is not surprising that there 
were many comments submitted when 
the former provincial government 
announced a review of the OMB in 
2016.

THE OMB
The OMB had been around for a 

long time. It first came into existence 
in 1906 as the Ontario Railway and 
Municipal Board. At first much of 
its work involved regulation of street 

railways but then its scope of work 
expanded. Indeed its powers became 
so broad that a major academic study 
of the OMB had the title “A Law Unto 
Itself”.

But eventually decisions do have to 
be taken. What needed to be fixed?

Many considered that OMB deci-
sions took too long and the process 
was too expensive. Troops of law-
yers, planners and other experts 
would appear before the Board to test-
ify. Of course the provincial taxpayer 
footed the bill for the OMB mem-
ber hearing the case, but the cost for 
the expert testimony presented by the 
various parties was not, and could be 
extremely costly.

A more fundamental problem was 
that difficult decisions, which should 
have been taken at the municipal level, 
were passed on to the OMB. A deci-
sion that had been discussed for a few 
minutes before a municipal coun-
cil might lead to weeks of argument 
before a hearing of the OMB. Each 
case was heard de novo, starting anew, 
so that every pertinent matter had to 
be explained from the beginning to 
the board, unlike most appeals to a 
higher authority in which the appel-
lant points out some specific error in 
the previous decision. 

One twist, which may be a prob-
lem particular to Ottawa, is that for 
each issue, city staff deliver to Coun-
cil (via the Standing Committee on 
Planning) a report with a single rec-
ommendation. Council is faced with a 

“take it or leave it” choice. If Council 
rejects the staff recommendation, the 
members of city staff whose names 
appear on the report would be called 
to testify before the OMB to defend 
the report’s position and oppose the 
position adopted by Council. Outside 
experts would then be needed to test-
ify in support of the Council decision. 
Among other considerations, this has 
meant that much of the discussion by 
elected officials was not about the 
merits of the matter, but rather about 
the cost of defending a position before 
the OMB.

And at the end, having reconsidered 
the matter in its entirety, the OMB 
would make a decision, pronouncing 
its view to be “good planning.”

THE LPAT
Now we have the OMB replace-

ment, the Local Planning Appeal 
Tribunal. Instead of reconsidering a 
matter in its entirety, the LPAT is to 
look for consistency with provincial 
and municipal policies and plans. If a 
decision does not conform, the matter 
is to be sent back to the municipality 
for reconsideration. Only if a muni-
cipality cannot bring the matter into 
conformity will decision-making pass 
to LPAT. It is hoped by many that this 
change will remove local decisions 
from Queens Park appointees and 
restore responsibility to elected offi-
cials at the municipal level.

Under the new LPAT process the 
cost of an appeal is expected to be 

reduced. Most of the argumentation 
will be through submission of docu-
ments rather than oral testimony. 
When oral hearings occur they are to 
be limited in time.

Another innovation is the establish-
ment of the Local Planning Appeal 
Support Centre (LPASC), a unit 
intended to level the playing field by 
providing support to weaker parties 
such as citizens’ groups or individ-
uals who are about to appeal.

It is too early to know whether 
LPAT or LPASC will be significant 
improvements. Time will tell.

Meanwhile we have had a change 
of government in Ontario and the 
new government may have different 
views. Prior to the Legislature rising 
for the Christmas break, a bill was 
introduced that would allow muni-
cipalities to exempt some business 
investment projects from appeal to 
LPAT. Debate about that idea and the 
provincial budget (which would deter-
mine funding for the support centre) 
will provide insight into the govern-
ment’s thinking.

Bob Brocklebank is a former chair of 
the Glebe Report board and Glebe 
Community Association liaison to the 
Federation of Citizens’ Associations.

Note: This opinion piece touches 
on only a small part of the legislation 
known as the “Building Better Com-
munities and Conserving Watersheds 
Act, 2017”.

Out with the OMB, in with the LPAT

Monday to Thursday 8am - 7pm
Friday 8am - 6pm & Saturday 8am - 2pm

celebrating 19 great years in the glebe

New Clients Always Welcome!
• Preventive Medicine  •	 Vaccination 
• Assessment and Treatment • Surgery and Dentistry
 of Injuries and Illness  • Nutritional Counseling 

ted r. lupinski
Chartered Professional Accountant • Comptable Professionnel Agréé

137 Second Avenue, Suite 2    Tel: 613-233-7771
Ottawa, ON  K1S 2H4    Fax: 613-233-3442
Email: tedlupinski@rogers.com
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By Melissa Baird

With the holiday season just behind 
us, it can be a challenge to get back to 
regular eating habits for yourself and 
for your family. Here are our five tips 
on how to instill healthy eating habits 
into your daily routine.

Cook and eat together: Getting 
your children and partner involved 
in the cooking experience can help 
everyone to eat healthier. Children 
may like to help pick up what goes 
into their lunch box right from the 
grocery store. Trying to avoid the 
middle aisles is key as that is where 
sugar- and salt-filled food products are 
typically shelved. Have your kids pick 
out a few items from the produce sec-
tion that you can then have them help 
prepare in the kitchen. Having your 
kids involved in the various steps will 
allow them to feel pride in the meal 
they have created.

Healthy snacking: Keep your 
refrigerator and cupboards stocked 
with healthy, easy-to-grab snacks. We 
all have busy schedules between work, 
family and volunteer commitments. 
When life gets busy, we are all guilty 
of grab-and-go snacks from a coffee 
shop or fast food restaurant. Having 
containers of washed and cut vege-
tables and fruit easy to grab from the 

fridge will go a long way in helping 
you and your family make health-
ier choices. Smoothies can also be 
a great way to get a few servings of 
fruits and vegetables into your day. It’s 
also important to make sure you get 
enough healthy fats and proteins into 
your diet. Our bodies are slower to 
digest fats and proteins and they have 
less of an effect on our blood sugar, 
leaving us feeling fuller for longer.

Choose a rainbow of foods: Hav-
ing a colourful plate can look more 
appealing, making it more enticing 
to eat. Different coloured foods are 
packed with different types of 
nutrients – vitamins, minerals 
and fibre.

Look for hidden 
sugar and salt: Pre-
pared foods, items in 
boxes and cans are 
often loaded with 
excess sugar and 
salt. Whole foods 
that look like they did 
in nature when you find 
them in the grocery store 
are often a healthier 
choice. Learning to read 
labels for nutrition content 
and ingredients is key. Did 
you know there are at least 60 
different ways added sugar can be 

listed on a food label?
Be sneaky: Even with all of your 

best efforts, you may find yourself 
challenged in getting your family to 
load up on the recommended amounts 
of healthy foods. Pureeing vegetables 
into your pasta sauce, finely grating 
carrots into hamburgers and zuc-
chini into baked goods may become 
a helpful tool ensuring you are getting 
enough fruits and vegetables into your 
diet.

Changing your eating habits is not 
an easy task. Take your time, make 
small changes to start and work your 
way through the challenges. Know 
that these changes can lead to a 
healthy family.

Melissa Baird is a chiropractor with 
Glebe Chiropractic Clinic + Massage 
Therapy. For more information, please 
visit www.GlebeChiropractic.com or 
call 613 237 9000.

Five ways to instill healthy eating habits

By Zenah Surani

When you think of 
vitamin K, what’s 
the first thing that 
comes  to  you r 
mind? Most likely 
something to do 
with the blood, right? 
You aren’t wrong, but 
vitamin K is actually a 
family of vitamins with 
distinct functions. What 
we now know as vitamin 
K1 was discovered by Dan-
ish scientist Henrik Dam in the 
1920s. He discovered that this fat-
soluble vitamin is necessary for blood 
clotting. He named it vitamin K for 
“koagulation,” the Danish word for 
coagulation. Vitamin K1 is actually 
part of a bigger family of fat-soluble 
K vitamins, which all share similar 
molecular structures. While vitamin 
K1 (phylloquinone) is found in high 
concentrations in leafy green plants, 
forms of vitamin K2 (menaquinones) 
are produced by bacteria. The most 
relevant forms of vitamin K2 for hu-
man health are MK-4 and MK-7.

Vitamin K serves as a cofactor to 
enzymes, which are proteins that help 
to speed up chemical reactions in our 
bodies. Enzymes are necessary for our 
bodies to function. There are several 
vitamin K dependent proteins in our 
bodies. You have probably heard about 
the vitamin K dependent blood clot-
ting proteins. A deficiency in vitamin 

K1 can increase the risk of hemor-
rhage, or excessive bleeding. Vitamin 
K2, as recent research has shown, acti-
vates different proteins in our bodies. 
One example is osteocalcin.

Osteocalcin is a protein produced in 
bones and teeth. When activated by 
vitamin K2, it binds to calcium and 
helps with calcium uptake and bone 
mineralization. Research suggests 
that while inactive, osteocalcin may 
not have an impact on bone mineral 
density, but it may impact our bones’ 
abilities to withstand pressure and 
could increase the risk of fractures. 
Preliminary research has shown that 
activated osteocalcin acts on beta cells 
in the pancreas to increase secretion 
of insulin and it can act on fat cells to 
secrete adiponectin, increasing insu-

lin sensitivity.
Another vitamin 

K2 dependent pro-
tein in our bodies is 
matrix Gla protein. 
It’s found in cartilage 
and smooth muscle 
cells. When activated 

by vitamin K2, it binds 
calcium and acts to 

deliver it from the body 
to areas where it’s needed 

the most, like in the teeth and 
bones. In doing this, it can pre-

vent calcium from building up in 
areas where it can cause trouble, such 
as in the arteries and in the kidneys. 
Buildup of calcium in these areas, 
known as “calcification,” can lead to 
heart disease and chronic kidney dis-
ease. The Rotterdam study of more 
than 4,800 people aged 55 or older 
done in the 1990s looked at the rela-
tionship between vitamin K2 intake 
and cardiovascular disease. The study 
showed that those with a high supple-
mentation levels of vitamin K2, and 
not vitamin K1, had reduced levels of 
aortic calcification (by 50 per cent) 
and reduced cardiovascular risk (also 
by 50 per cent).

Vitamin K2 is produced by bacteria. 
Foods rich in vitamin K2 include fer-
mented, cured and pickled foods such 
as sauerkraut, kefir and aged cheeses, 
since the bacteria involved in fermen-
tation produce vitamin K2. One of the 
highest sources of vitamin K2 (MK-
7), however, is a Japanese dish called 

natto, a traditional Japanese dish made 
from fermented soybeans. Natto can 
be hard to find outside of Japan and, 
in general, fermented foods are not as 
popular as they used to be (thanks to 
the refrigeration revolution). Vitamin 
K2 (MK-4) can be obtained from but-
ter, eggs and dark meat from grass-fed 
or free-range animals. This is because 
these animals can convert K1 to K2 
from grass and plants that they eat. 
This conversion process in humans 
seems to be a bit more complicated; 
more research still needs to be done to 
draw conclusions about this. Grain-fed 
animals lack the vitamin K1 to begin 
with, so they aren’t a great source.

Some prescription medications can 
cause vitamin K deficiency, such as 
certain anticoagulants and antibiotics. 
You may see both MK-4 and MK-7 
forms of vitamin K2 in the supple-
ment aisle. MK-4 was the form used in 
the majority of the bone studies done 
on vitamin K2, but recent research has 
shown that MK-7 stays in the system 
longer than MK-4. Also, while some 
vitamin K2 supplements are soy based 
(from natto), there are synthetic ver-
sions of it that are soy free, made by 
organic synthesis.

Sources:
Canprev Vitamin K2: A complete primer
Vitamin K2 monograph. Alternative Medicine 
Review, volume 14, number 3. 2009

Zenah Surani is the owner/pharmacist 
of the Glebe Apothecary.

The Role of Vitamin K2
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The MotherWit 
Doula Care  

in the Glebe!
By Deirdre Bain

MotherWit Doula Care Ottawa is a 
collective of birth and postpartum 
professionals based in the Glebe. The 
team has expertise in a wide range of 
care techniques, which allows them to 
offer holistic support for their birth and 
postpartum clients. The term “doula” 
refers to a non-medical support person 
who provides information throughout 
pregnancy, as well as physical and 
emotional encouragement and com-
fort during labour. In the postpartum 
period, doulas are attuned to the needs 
of families adjusting to a new baby at 
home, and offer their guidance in fa-
cilitating what is needed for bonding, 
including walking families through 
basic baby care tasks, listening to 
complicated postpartum feelings, feed-
ing support, overnight company, meal 
preparation and light household tasks. 
By providing support, nourishment and 
individualized and continuous care, 
families have an improved overall well-
being and memories they will carry 
with them for years to come.

MotherWit Doula Care Ottawa 
opened its doors three years ago 
under the direction of long-time doula 
Christine Crook, with the guidance of 
MotherWit Doula Care founder Les-
ley Everest.

Said Everest, “I first met Christine 
Crook at a conference four years ago, 
where I was giving a talk on doula com-
munities. She wrote me a beautiful 

handwritten card expressing how my talk 
had changed her perspective radically. 
Until then, she had been working solo 
without a lot of connection to other dou-
las in her city. Christine came to meet me 
in Montreal for lunch to brainstorm how 
she could implement my approach, and 
the Ottawa chapter of MotherWit Doula 
Care was born. Our MotherWit group 
had been established in Montreal for five 
years at that point, and we had a model 
of doula care that was sustainable, enjoy-
able and deeply nurturing not only for the 
community of families we serve, but also 
for the doulas themselves. Having been 
doing this work for over 25 years, I have 
learned first-hand how critical it is to 
have a good circle of support around you 
when you are engaged in the unpredict-
able and intense world of doula care. The 
more deeply we doulas are connected to 
our community of maternity support 
professionals, the more resourced our 
service becomes for the families in our 
care. They say it takes a village to raise a 

child.  MotherWit doulas are the village. 
I am so proud of Christine and the work 
our sister team is doing for the families 
of Ottawa.”

Crook and the MotherWit Doula 
Care Ottawa team strive to expand 
and support their network of doulas 
and families. Within the team, they 
work as a collective providing advice, 
a listening ear and backup support to 
one another. They work independ-
ently but not alone, and in that way 
they draw upon each other’s strengths 
to better nourish the community.

This model of collective care 
extends beyond the team to Ottawa 
families. Said Crook, “We believe 
that new parents are in need of better 
support systems. Helping one another 
along their child-bearing journeys by 
fostering a sense of community can 
alleviate the sense of loneliness and 
isolation that many new parents face.”

MotherWit Doula Care Ottawa pro-
vides a wide range of services and 

workshops to prepare and support 
expecting and new parents. Monthly 
workshops include prenatal, breast-
feeding and infant sleep education, 
guidance on how to connect with your 
little ones, and in the New Year a new 
workshop on labour coping techniques! 
In addition, every Tuesday morning 
they host a Lactation Connection drop-
in. It is open to all moms to come and 
chat, have a nourishing breakfast and 
get tips on common breastfeeding 
issues. Beyond providing peer-to-peer 
breastfeeding support, this drop-in is 
meant to foster a sense of community 
among moms and offer an encouraging 
space to connect over the joys and chal-
lenges of parenting.

The philosophy of MotherWit is 
rooted in the deep understanding that 
birthing people are in the best position 
to make decisions about their care. 
MotherWit doulas trust that birthing 
families know what they need to navi-
gate the birth and postpartum journey 
in their own way and support families 
to make informed decisions about 
their wishes for childbirth.

“You’ve got this…. And we’ve got 
you!”

The MotherWit Doulas invite all 
those interested in learning more 
about their services to join them at 779 
Bank Street in the Glebe every third 
Wednesday of the month for Meet the 
Doula Night!

For more information and a detailed 
list of services you can visit their web-
site at www.ottawa.motherwit.ca or 
on Facebook www.facebook.com/
MotherWitOttawa/ or Instagram @
ottawamotherwitdoulas.

Deirdre Bain is a birth and postpartum 
doula trained and certified by 
Motherwit.

New mothers share advice at MotherWit in the Glebe
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by Jody Brian

During this time of New Year’s 
resolutions, we are inundated with 
messages over traditional and social 
media channels that one must atone 
for the sins of celebrating the “over-
indulgences” of the holiday season. 
Often this takes the form of relentless 
propaganda from the diet industry, 
which can carry unfortunate under-
tones of body shaming and body guilt.

But what if your resolution was to 
embrace who you are just as you are?

To this end, Hopewell Eating Dis-
order Support Centre is hosting an 
inspirational and uplifting free screen-
ing of the movie Embrace on Sunday, 
February 3, during Eating Disorder 
Awareness Week.

Embrace is a social impact docu-
mentary that explores the issue of body 
image, and the role that media and 
the advertising industry have played 
in creating a culture of body shaming 
and body loathing among women and 
girls. It had its world premiere at the 
2016 Sydney Film Festival, where it 
made it into the festival directors’ top 
five picks and was nominated for the 
Documentary Australia Foundation 
Award for Best Documentary.

The inspiration for the film arose 
after Taryn Brumfitt posted two 
images on the internet in 2013: the 
“before” during her time as a fit-
ness model, and the “after” when 
she embraced her body for its natural 
beauty. Turning the traditional idea of 
before-and-after on its head, her post 
was seen by over 100 million people 
worldwide, and led to hundreds of 

interviews and articles.
Following this, Brumfitt travelled 

the world with her documentary film 
crew to explore both the factors con-
tributing to this pervasive problem in 
our society and potential solutions. 
Her interviews include doctors, every-
day women and girls, and famous 
personalities about the disturbing 
rates of body image issues that occur 
in people of all shapes and sizes.

Initiatives like Embrace are import-
ant because cultural influences on body 
image and social pressures to conform 
to a particular ideal can be the trigger 
for the development of an eating dis-
order. While there is no one cause of 
diseases like anorexia nervosa, bulimia 
nervosa or binge eating disorder, those 
who have a genetic, biological or psych-
ological predisposition to developing 
an eating disorder can be tremendously 
affected by these toxic messages. Fos-
tering a positive sense of self-worth, 
with feelings of control and self-esteem 
among girls, boys, men and women, 
can protect against the onset of these 
illnesses, which are the most fatal men-
tal health diagnosis.

Thanks to generous funding from 
the office of Joel Harden, MPP Ottawa 
Centre, Hopewell is able to present 
this film free to anyone who would 
like to attend the showing at 3:30 
p.m. on Sunday, February 3 at the 
Mayfair Theatre. Guests must simply 
register at www.eventbrite.ca (search 
for “Embrace” in Ottawa) in order to 
ensure attendance does not exceed 
the theatre’s capacity. Donations to 
Hopewell are encouraged and can be 
made at the time of registration.

A different resolution: self-love

Doors will open at 3 p.m. All are 
welcome to attend; however guests 
are encouraged to consult the FAQs 
on the Eventbrite page, particularly 
with respect to age appropriateness 
of the material, and considerations 
for those who may be struggling 
themselves with disordered eating.

Hopewell Eating Disorder Sup-
port Centre celebrates in 2019 its 
20th anniversary of providing ser-
vices and support to anyone who 
struggles with an eating disorder 
– including individuals, and the fam-

ilies and friends who support them. 
The organization also provides a 
vital education and outreach func-
tion – such as hosting the screening 
of Embrace, as well as youth pro-
gramming in our community – to 
try to prevent these fatal mental ill-
nesses from developing.

Jody Brian is a communications 
consultant and the former Executive 
Director of Hopewell. She lives in the 
Glebe with her husband and son, and 
their rescue dog Max.

Call Your Local  
School or Visit 

ocdsb.ca/kindergarten

Extended Day  
Program Offered  
in Every School

Kindergarten
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By Basia Vanderveen

If you run in or around the Glebe, be 
careful because you never know just 
how far your feet will take you. You 
could say that I’m living proof of that. 
It is only three years since I finished 
my first 65 kilometre trail race where 
I watched the longer distance runners 
and thought that there had to be a limit 
to the madness. Apparently, worrying 
about limits is a waste of time. This 
fall, I completed my very first 80 kilo-
metre distance event, the Ultra-Trail 
Harricana du Canada at La Malbaie, 
Quebec, and, yes, I would definitely 
do it again.

The Charlevoix Region is a truly 
beautiful place with its warm and wel-
coming people, the mountains, parks 
and deep boreal forests, views of the 
St. Lawrence, breweries and fresh 
bread and lovely cheeses. The loca-
tion appeals to me so much, I could 
run around it all day. The September 
race started on a Saturday at 7 a.m. in 
the Hautes Gorges park. Racers were 
shuttled from La Malbaie to the start 
about one hour away (an 80 kilometre 
run back) at 4:45 am. It was dark and 
cold. By the time we got to the start, 
there was drizzle, strong wind and a 
rainbow above us.

Once the race started, the first long 
climb was relentless. The conditions 
were much better than the previous 
year when I was falling all over the 
place in slippery mud, but my pack 
felt heavy and my back hurt under 
its weight and I was slow moving. I 
worked on my mind game and came 
around to embracing the possibility 
of being pulled from the race at the 
following aid station. Ottawa friends 
leapfrogged with me and that perked 
me up. One friend suggested I could 
finish this race in 14 hours and I 
quickly dismissed that. I was target-
ing the maximum time allowed or 16 
hours. Start at 7 a.m., finish at 11 p.m. 
A lovely long day in the park. Then 
at around kilometre 32, one very long 
descent rolled out ahead. I can make 
up time on the descents and at around 
kilometre 57, I looked down at my 
watch to see 5:55/km pace. Those 

downhills really energize me as does 
the cold. It was around 10 C in the 
morning and a high of 15 C during the 
day. When runners were wearing long 
pants, long-sleeved shirts, and hats 
and gloves, I was wearing a T-shirt 
and shorts. I kept my arm warmers 
handy, but skipped wearing them.

Another surprise were the wasp 
stings. I realized too late, once in the 
midst of a cloud of angry stingers. 
Ouch! Other than that, I spent a good 
majority of time during this event 
laughing, smiling and chatting with 
others. At one point, I came across 
two people standing still ahead of me 
waving their arms. They were trying 
to warn me about a new wasp hot spot. 
I was spared, but another racer behind 
me did not fare as well and we heard 
sudden very loud cursing from out of 
sight behind us. That’s not fun.

At kilometre 65 I found myself at 
the finish line and beer tent. For the 
80 kilometres runners, this is only a 
checkpoint to pass. Another 15 kilo-
metres to go so it’s just a quick stop to 
refuel and load some flat Pepsi before 
starting another climb, straight up a 
steep ski hill. It was about 6 p.m. The 
good news was that I now had the 
pleasure of the company of a pacer, a 
friend who came to run another event 
on the Sunday. Tony was full of fresh 
energy and I was slower than molasses 
on this climb. That climb was hard, 
but the view on top was spectacular!

After we revelled in the scenery for 
a while, the sun went down and we 

Vanderveen finished the race at 9 p.m., 
in just over 14 hours.
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Basia Vanderveen enjoys the view 
on her 80-kilometre ultra-run in the 
mountains of Quebec.

Ultra-running – the highs and lows

moved on, feeling energized again 
by our surroundings. And boy did we 
move! We passed 25 people at the end 
of this 80 kilometres race, which was 
great fun. I finished just past 9 p.m. 
at Mont Grand-Fond, or in 14:16. My 
watch showed a moving time of 13:15 
so I stayed still for one hour that day. 
The elevation gain based on my watch 
was 2,362 metres.

Thirty-two women started, 28 in 
my age group. Twenty-six out of 28 
finished. Ninety men started and 82 
finished.

My quads hurt for a week and I do 
not know how I drove the seven hours 
home the next morning. Adrenaline 
and cruise-control, I guess.

Basia Vanderveen is an athlete 
and consultant active in the Glebe 
community.

Women’s wave 
comes to  
the Glebe

By Marnie Wellar

In 2017 over five million people 
marched worldwide in solidarity with 
American women against the inaugu-
ration of President Donald Trump. In 
2018, seven million people marched 
to promote women’s political engage-
ment around the world. On Saturday, 
January 19, 2019, people will march 
to end gender-based violence.

Gender-based violence (GBV) 
affects everyone but victims are dis-
proportionately women, trans, gay and 
non-binary people; people of colour; 
and Indigenous people. Gender-based 
violence has complex causes but there 
are effective strategies to address it. 
The purpose of the Women’s March is 
to increase public awareness and pol-
itical will to implement solutions to 
eliminate the pervasive and destruc-
tive social problem of GBV.

In Ottawa the march begins on 
Parliament Hill at 11 a.m. with an 
address by Bridget Tolley. Tolley is 
from Kitigan Zibi Anishinabeg First 
Nation and is the originator of the Sis-
ters in Spirit campaign of the Native 
Women’s Association of Canada, 
which is a research, education and 
policy initiative to develop compre-
hensive data and investigate the root 
causes of violence against Indigenous 
women. Sisters of Spirit also holds 
an annual vigil for Missing and Mur-
dered Indigenous Women.

The procession will leave Par-

liament Hill at 11:15, head west on 
Wellington and south on Bank Street. 
The 2.7-kilometre march ends at Lans-
downe Park, where participants are 
invited to add their protest signs to a 
mass display created by a collaborative 
art group. A free public information 
fair featuring speakers, performers 
and community organizations will 
take place in the Aberdeen Pavilion. 
Attendance at this event is limited to 
2,500 people on a first come basis. A 
quiet space will operate during the 
event, offering calm surroundings for 
baby feeding and a multi-faith prayer 
and meditation area. It is located at 
unit 106 Exhibition Way. This space 
is being provided by Trinity Develop-
ment Group.

Despite its serious objective, the 
march is a family-friendly event. 
Those who cannot walk the entire 
route may wish to start at the CUPW 
National Office, 377 Bank at Lewis 
(accessible), or at St. Giles Church, 
Bank at First (not accessible, use front 
door only), where people will be able 
to wait indoors for the procession to 
reach them. There is also a free wheel-
chair bus available from Parliament 
Hill. If you wish to use the bus please 

go to www.womensmarchottawa.ca 
for details and to reserve a place.

Glebe residents have a long hist-
ory of concern for vulnerable people 
and willingness to work for social 
change. Please do our neighbourhood 
proud and join the Women’s March 
at Parliament Hill or along Bank 
Street. Financial donations are being 
accepted at www.GoFundMe.com/
womens-march-ottawa.com

The march is expected to have a sig-
nificant impact on traffic and transit in 
the Glebe. There will be no parking 
on Bank Street for the day and buses 
will be diverted from Bank Street. The 
disruption will reach its peak around 
1 p.m. as the procession approaches 
Lansdowne. The event at Aberdeen 
finishes at 4 p.m.

The organizers would like to thank 
Andrew Peck of the Glebe BIA, Anne-
Marie Villeneuve and Paul Askin of 
Ottawa Sports and Entertainment 
Group, and Chris Millican of Trinity 
Development Group, all of whom have 
extended outstanding support.

Marnie Wellar is a resident of the 
Glebe and Operations Lead for 
Women’s March Ottawa 2019.
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 Last year’s Women’s March in Ottawa

Summer 
Camps

Registration opens 
at noon on 

 Thursday, January 31st 

Register online or in-person. 

Check out our 2019 Summer 

Camp Guide for a full list of 

camps and pricing!

oldottawasouth.ca

Winter 

Programs

Registration is open!

Adult Programs

Preschool, Child, & 

Youth Programs

Pottery Courses 

 OLDOTTAWASOUTH.CA
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The Ottawa Catholic School Board 
has elected trustee Mark D. Mullan as 
chairperson and trustee Jeremy Wittet 
as vice-chairperson of the board of 
trustees. Mullan is the trustee for Zone 
8, Alta Vista/Gloucester-Southgate. 
He was first elected 1997, and served 
previously as chairperson in 2011–12 
and 2012–13. Trustee Wittet repre-
sents Zone 7, Kitchissippi/Bay and has 
served as trustee since 2017.

Mullan said, “I am looking forward 
to working with my fellow trustees in 
the next year as we move forward on 
our mission of Catholic education cre-
ating equitable and healthy learning 
environments; schools full of students 
with respect for everyone while caring 
for God’s Creation.”

The election took place at the 
Board’s Inaugural Meeting held Tues-
day, December 4, 2018, at the Catholic 
Education Centre. Under the direction 
of Carla MacGregor and accompanied 
by Tony Dunn, the OCSB Children’s 
Choir sang “O Canada” and three 
other selections.

Justice Paulina Brecher officiated as 
the trustees swore an oath of allegiance 
and signed declarations of office. The 

Most Reverend Archbishop Terrence 
Prendergast, S.J., commissioned each 
member of the new board as a Cath-
olic trustee. Earlier in the evening, 
Archbishop Prendergast presided over 
Mass with concelebrants Father Ger-
ard Monaghan, Father Geoff Kerslake 
and Father Peter Sanders.

The board also welcomed two new 
trustees to the table this year: Glen 
Armstrong, Zone 6 (Ward 8 Col-
lege, Ward 9 Knoxdale-Merivale); 
and Shelley Lawrence, RSCJ, Zone 
9 (Ward 16 River, Ward 17 Capital). 
View ocsb.ca/trustees for a full list-
ing of board trustees.

Denise Andre, Director of Educa-
tion, presented the 2018 director’s 
annual report, which can be found at 
ocsb.ca/director.

“I am proud to bring this report, 
which highlights the accomplish-
ments of the board over the past year 
focusing on the board’s strategic com-
mitments: be community, be well and 
be innovative. It reflects our progress 
as a board and the support we receive 
from our staff, families and the Board 
of Trustees,” Andre said.

Next meeting: Jan 8

From left: Denise Andre, Director of Education; Justice Paulina Brecher; Mark 
Mullan, new chair of the board
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N 613.978-2644  T @SLawrenceRSCJ

E Shelly.Lawrence@ocsb.ca

Shelly Lawrence
Ottawa Catholic School Board Trustee

A New year dawns 
at Good Morning 
Creative Arts and 
Preschool

By Dylan Morgan

It’s a new year at Good Morning 
Creative Arts and Preschool and there 
are currently spots available in all 
programs.

Good Morning is a community 
of caring and dedicated educators, 
involved parent volunteers and, of 
course, curious, avid and creative young 
children, located on First Avenue in the 
Glebe. It is a not-for-profit organization 
that offers a wide variety of programs 
to children in central Ottawa.

The Two’s program is twice a week 
on Tuesday and Thursday mornings. It 
is a great way to introduce small chil-
dren to an exploratory and creative 
environment outside of the home, and 
to interact with and make friends with 
children their own age. It is a great way 
to gently introduce little ones to a pre-
school environment for the first time.

The Three’s program is three mor-
nings a week on Monday, Wednesday 
and Friday. This program builds on the 
Two’s program with a wide variety of 
play and sensory stations, structured 
art projects, circle and sharing time, 
and macro-play games and activities. 
Our son Eero loves his class, running 
to the door in the morning and march-
ing in like he owns the place! Other 
drop-off and pick-up situations never 
go as smoothly, and I chalk this up to 
the warm and welcoming atmosphere, 
and the wonderful relationships he is 
developing with his teachers.

The Storyscapes program is twice a 
week on Tuesday and Thursday after-
noons. This is a wonderful program that 
introduces children to a new story every 
class. The children then explore this 
story through art projects and dramatic 
play activities that are tailored to that 
particular story. Creativity is fostered 
by allowing the children to interpret the 
story in many different ways, and it is 
always pleasantly surprising to see what 
ideas have sprung from your child’s 
mind from simple stories. 

The Storyscapes program is tar-
geted for three- to six-year-olds, and 
it is a great option for young Junior 
Kindergarteners looking for a refuge 
from a full and busy kindergarten 
class. All-day kindergarten, with a 

full class of sometimes more than 30 
children, is a very big transition for 
some four year olds, and a low ratio 
and structured program such as Good 
Morning’s Storyscapes can be a very 
welcome break where a child’s crea-
tivity can really flourish. Our daughter 
Kara had a very tough time in jun-
ior kindergarten, and in the midst 
of switching schools and adjusting, 
Storyscapes was a constant that she 
really needed. The program strikes the 
balance between structured activities 
while letting children’s imaginations 
take them on new adventures.

The Lunch Club is offered 5 days a 
week for children 3 years and older, 
with children staying after the Three’s 
program on Monday, Wednesday and 
Friday, or before the Storyscapes pro-
gram on Tuesdays and Thursdays. This 
is a very simple and effective way to 
introduce young children to eating in 
social settings out of the home, and great 
practice for eating with their peers in a 
school-like setting. Picky eaters in par-
ticular really benefit from seeing other 
children their own age trying and eating 
new and less familiar foods.

The Creative Arts After School pro-
gram is offered to elementary school 
children with available pickup from 
Glebe neighborhood schools. Each 
day students are given the opportun-
ity to work on an original and unique 
guided art project.

Also, new to Good Morning are 
PD Day art workshops. These Friday 
afternoon workshops are offered dur-
ing teacher professional development 
days, and give elementary-school-
aged children an opportunity to work 
on a specific artistic project, expos-
ing them to different techniques and 
artistic styles that they may not get 
at school. They are also really great 
for Two’s, Three’s and Storyscapes 
alumni to have a special day where 
they can reconnect with their favourite 
teachers from when they were a few 
years younger.

There are lots of wonderful things 
happening at Good Morning Creative 
Arts Preschool this year and spaces are 
available. Please contact director Karen 
Cameron for more information at good-
morningpreschool@gmail.com or visit 
their website at www.gmcaps.com

Dylan Morgan and his wife Angela 
Smart are the proud parents of one 
Good Morning alumnus (Kara, aged 
6), and one Good Morning student 
(Eero, aged 3). Their family has been a 
part of the Good Morning community 
for the last three years, and Angela 
currently sits on the organization’s 
board of directors as Treasurer.

Two- and three-year-olds get creative at Good Morning.

Mr. McCulloch is a senior counsel with a practice spanning 50 years, and a professional
career that covers all areas of law.

His extensive ongoing practice includes civil litigation, real estate, matrimonial law, 
wills and estates administration. 

He attended Queen’s University where he obtained his law degree with the highest of 
Honours. He served his articles with the prestigious Toronto law firm of Blake, Cassels 
and Graydon.

Mr. McCulloch is actively involved with Glebe St. James United Church, and has served 
in the past as chair of finance and administration and continues to be actively involved 
in his church work. He is also actively involved in the Good Companions Seniors’ Centre.

His life experience and well-honed legal skills are available to assist you with your 
legal problems.

He does make house calls.
He offers a free Initial consultation.
He looks forward to serving you.

JAMES McCULLOCH, LAWYER
76 Chamberlain Avenue (at Lyon)
Ottawa, Ontario  K1S 1V9
Tel:  (613) 565-5297
Fax: (613) 422-1110
Email: 
mccullochlawyer@rogers.com

McCulloCh law

© Ungureanusergiu | Dreamstime.com
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This space is a free community bulletin board for Glebe residents. Send your GRAPEVINE message and your name, email address, street address and phone number to grapevine@glebereport.ca 
(or drop it off at the Glebe Report office, 175 Third Avenue). Messages without complete information will not be accepted. FOR SALE items must be less than $1,000.

WHERE TO FIND THE GLEBE REPORT    TFI@glebereport

In addition to free home delivery, you can find copies of the Glebe Report at Abbas Grocery, Acorn Nursery, Adishesha Yoga, Arrow & Loon, Bank of Montreal, B.G.G.O., Bloomfields 
Flowers, Boccato, Brewer Arena, Brewer Pool, Bridgehead, Capital Barbershop, Clocktower Pub, Douvris Martial Arts, Drummond’s Gas, Eddy’s Diner, Ernesto’s Barber Shop, Escape, 
Feleena’s, The Flag Shop, Flight Centre Travel, 107 Fourth Avenue Wine Bar, Glebe Apothecary, Glebe Car Wash, Glebe Community Centre, Glebe Meat Market, Glebe Smoke Shop, Glebe 
Tailoring, Glebe Trotters, Glebe Video, Goldart Jewellers, Hillary Cleaners, Hogan’s Food Store, Ichiban Bakery, Il Negozio Nicastro, Irene’s Pub, Isabella Pizza, Jericho Café, Kettleman’s 
Bagel Co., Kunstadt Sports, LCBO Lansdowne, Loblaws, Marble Slab, Mayfair Theatre, McKeen Metro Glebe, Morala’s Café, Octopus Books, Olga’s Deli and Catering, Pints & Quarts, Pet 
Valu, Pure Gelato, ReadiSetGo, RBC/Royal Bank, Reflections, 7-Eleven, Scotiabank, Second Avenue Sweets, Soup Guy Café, Subway, TD Lansdowne, TD Pretoria, The Emporium, The 
Joy of Gluten Free, Third Avenue Spa, Villagia Residence, Von’s Bistro, Watson’s Pharmacy and Wellness Centre, Whole Foods, The Wild Oat, Quickie, The Works, YMCA/YWCA Taggart.

COMMUNITY CONNECTIONS

ALPHA Come and explore the big questions of 
life, meaning and faith at our Alpha Dinner and 
Film Experience, Tuesday evenings starting Jan. 
22. Check-in 6:28 p.m. Register via 
http://www.stmarysottawa.ca/alpha, email: 
alpha@stmarysottawa.ca or leave a message 
at 613–728–9811 x 701. St. Mary’s Parish Hall, 
100 Young St. Access via parking lot. Alpha is 
free; the experience priceless!

FRIENDS OF THE FARM NEW SELECTION OF 
PHOTO CARDS FEATURING BOTANICAL ART-
WORK The Friends have a new selection of 12 
greeting cards with images from Blooms: An 
Illustrated History of the Ornamental Gar-
dens at Ottawa’s Central Experimental Farm 
featuring botanical and ornamental artwork. 
Six of the cards feature the botanical artwork 
of Faith Fyles and Arthur Kellett. The other six 
cards feature photographs of the Ornamental 
Gardens. The cards are $4 each or $20 for 6 and 
are only available for purchase at Bldg 72, Mon. 
to Thurs. from 9 a.m. to 2 p.m.

FRIENDS OF THE FARM PRESENTS BLOOMS, 
a book about the Central Experimental Farm’s 
Ornamental Gardens, the heritage plants in the 
gardens and the fascinating stories behind their 
creation. By local author Richard Hinchcliff, this 
book makes a great gift for the lover of history 
and horticulture. Cost is $35 plus GST. Avail-
able for purchase with cash, cheque or credit at 
the Friends office in Bldg. 72, weekdays Mon. 
to Thurs., 9 a.m. to 2 p.m. or purchase it online 
on our website with a credit card and pick up at 
the Friends office in Bldg. 72 or have it shipped 
to a location of your choice. There are two other 
wonderful books available for purchase in the 
Boutique, For the Love of Trees and Ottawa’s 
Farm. Each is priced at $25 + GST. Need more 
information? Email boutique@friendsofthefarm.
ca or call 613-230-3276.

LEARN AND EXPLORE SPEAKERS’ SERIES AT 
ABBOTSFORD HOUSE 950 Bank St., each Wed-
nesday, 1–2:30 p.m. $2 admission, includes 
speaker, tea/coffee and a home-made treat! 
Due to demand, please register in advance at 
Reception or call 613-230-5730. Jan. 23: Laura 
Polegato of Supporting Seniors will present 
Retirement Living Options 101. If staying at 
home is no longer an option, retirement liv-
ing may be the right choice. But finding an 
arrangement that meets your needs, wants 
and budget can be challenging. Learn about 
care, costs and what you need to know 
before making the move. Jan. 27: Brenda 
Quaile is a retired nurse who works with the 
Ontario Society of Senior Citizens Organ-
izations. She will be presenting Seniors as 
Influencers: Healthy Involvement in Public 
Policy. This is a chance to learn about solving 
public problems while bridging differences 
for better communities. Using a combination 
of discussion and slides, you will learn about 
transforming our society as influencers. Feb. 
6: Colin MacArthur is the Head of Design and 
Research at Canadian Digital Service, part of 
the Treasury Board of Canada Secretariat. His 

area of research is cyber fraud and seniors. 
He will share some of his team’s initial results, 
including outlining common “lures” to look 
out for. Feb. 13: Natasha Loginova will speak 
about a novel European housing model, The 
Extended Family Project. This project brings 
together people who want company and 
would like to share their home with people 
who want housing and can help out. You don’t 
have to live alone – you can build an extended 
family. Let’s talk about possibilities of finding 
the right person for you to share your home 
with.

OLD OTTAWA SOUTH GARDEN CLUB usu-
ally meets on the second Monday of the month 
(except October) from 7 to 9 p.m. at the Ottawa 
South Community Centre (The Firehall), 260 
Sunnyside Ave. Membership is $25 per year; 
$40 for a family; and $7 drop-in fee per meeting. 
Information: Ottawa South Community Centre, 
613-247-4946. Mon., Feb. 11: Growing Colour-
ful Spring Flowering Shrubs. Most of us have 
admired rhododendrons, magnolias and other 
flowering shrubs in gardens in the spring. Mas-

ter Gardener Mary Reid (greenthumbgarden.ca) 
will share some tips about growing such plants 
in Ottawa.

Sing with Joy! OTTAWA BRAHMS CHOIR wel-
comes new singers. All voices cordially invited 
to join us, especially tenors and basses. Sight 
reading and good pitch an asset. No auditions 
required. Great learning possibilities for new 
choir members. Friendly, warm atmosphere. 
Rehearsals for the new season are on Mondays 
from 7 to 9:30 p.m. at Southminster United, 
2nd Floor, Parlour Room, at Aylmer/Bank. Con-
tact Sieglinde 819-568-8169; view new website 
https://ottawabrahmschoir.ca; and Ottawa 
Brahms Choir Facebook (new web- and Face-
book-master Sandy Maguire).

OTTAWA NEWCOMERS CLUB Our club is a 
non-profit, social organization for women who 
have recently moved to this area (and those who 
have experienced a significant life change), and 
would like to meet new people of similar inter-
ests by joining our many group activities. More 
information about us and what we do can be 

found on our website at: ottawanewcomersclub.
ca or by contacting newcomersclubottawa@
gmail.com

TOPICAL TALKS AT ABBOTSFORD HOUSE, 
950 Bank St., Mon., Jan. 28, Doug Ward, C.M. 
worked at the CBC for almost 30 years. He 
began as a radio producer on Ideas, and was 
on the team that started As It Happens. We’ve 
asked him to speak about his history with Can-
adian radio and particularly his time with Farm 
Radio International, which he spearheaded in 
2000. Cost: $3. Refreshments (muffin, juice, 
coffee) at 9:45 a.m. Talk begins 10 a.m. sharp!

The WALK FOR DEMENTIA™ is back! Sat., May 
11, Tunney’s Pasture. It’s not too early to register 
and to start your fundraising. For over 20 years, 
The Walk for Dementia™ has been The Demen-
tia Society of Ottawa and Renfrew County’s 
annual fundraising event. Monies raised sup-
port local programs and services that improve 
the quality of life for people living with demen-
tia and their families, as well as support for other 
activities like education and public awareness. 
Register today to raise much-needed funds to 
support caregivers and people diagnosed with 
dementia in Ottawa and Renfrew County. Visit 
walkfordementia.ca today to register and to 
form a team, learn more or donate.

WOMEN’S MARCH, Sat., 19 Jan., at noon. All 
welcome; bring your friends and family.
womensmarchglobal.org

WANTED

GLEBE-ST. JAMES UNITED CHURCH NURS-
ERY ATTENDANT POSITION, 650 Lyon St. 
South. We are looking for a Sunday morning 
Nursery Attendant beginning in Jan. 2019 to 
care for infants and toddlers with occasional 
care of school-aged children. This professional, 
caring and playful person will be paid to work 
Sunday mornings from 10 a.m. until noon as 
scheduled from September to June. Previous 
experience in caring for very young children is 
required. Early childhood education diploma 
is an asset but not necessary. Annual police 
records check for vulnerable populations is 
required. First aid, CPR and defibrillation train-
ing is required (fees covered by Glebe-St. James 
United Church). Inquiries and resumés may be 
emailed to glebestjames.church@bellnet.ca

THE FRIENDS OF THE CENTRAL EXPERI-
MENTAL FARM are looking for people who are 
interested in finding new ways to support and 
enhance the Farm’s beautiful areas. You could 
play one of several different roles, depending on 
which is the best fit for your skills. We are look-
ing for expertise in areas such as coordinating 
or finding new directions for events on the Farm, 
finding ways to attract resources or grants that 
will enable site enhancements, helping to bet-
ter educate and inform people about this historic 
site, or getting the best out of our website and 
social media. Let’s talk and see what will work. 
Prerequisites: a love of the Farm. For more 
information please email volunteer@friendsoft-
hefarm.ca or call 613-230-3276.
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For rates on boxed ads appearing on this page, please contact 
Judy Field at 613-231-4938 or by e-mail advertising@glebereport.ca

www.douvris.com      613.234.5000

Kitchen and Home Accessories

Kitchen Co.
J.D. DAMA

795 Bank St.        613 235-8714         jdadam.ca

Kisses and hugs, mugs and new rugs, 
Surprise your sweetie this Valentine’s Day!

New stock arriving every day.

*  Celebrating 30 Years in the glebe!  *
Follow us on Facebook and Instagram @jdadamkitchen

Here’s an easy way to find out 
GLEBE house or condo PRICES ... Plus: get up-to-the 

minute statistics, based on all the houses or condos for 
sale and sold on mls® in the last 12 months.

to GEt YoUR REPoRt CALL 
613.702.9915 ext 116 for a 24 HR free recorded

message or visit

613.769.3771 | bournesCAPITALgroup.com | David & Marianne Bournes | Sales Representatives 
ROYAL LEPAGE TEAM REALTY, BROKERAGE

THIS IS NOT INTENDED TO SOLICIT BUYERS OR SELLERS CURRENTLY UNDER CONTRACT

JAnUARY
2019

FREE REPoRt

www.GLEBEfreeREPoRtS.info

CURIOUS TO KNOW
WHAT YOUR HOUSE OR CONDO MAY BE WORTH?

FREE
REPoRt

Ottawa Children’s Choir
2019 AnnuAl Berry SAle

There are wild blueberries and cranberries from Nova Scotia,
and raspberries from Chile for sale. The berries are tasty, 
individually quick-frozen, nutritious and packaged in plastic 
bags. Please support the Ottawa Children’s Choir 29th

Annual Berry Sale Fundraiser. Prices below includes HST.

To place your berry order call Judy at 613 231-4938
or email judyfield@rogers.com by February 1st.

Berries will be delivered to you on Saturday, February 23rd
between 10:30 am to 1 pm within the Glebe.  

Wild Blueberries
2 kg bag - $21

Cranberries
2 kg bag - $16

raspberries
2.5 kg bag - $32
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Beat the winter Brrr...

Sh♥p l♥cally!

pleaSe Support our advertiSerS

HOME RENOS AND
REPAIR - interior/exterior
painting; all types of flooring;
drywall repair and installa-
tion; plumbing repairs and
much more.
Please call Jamie Nininger 
@ 613-852-8511.



January 18, 2019

www.gnag.ca www.ottawa.ca 

Glebe Neighbourhood Activities Group
Glebe Community Centre

 175 Third Avenue, Ottawa, ON K1S 2K2
(613) 233-8713    info@gnag.ca

MARCH BREAK 
CAMPS

Don’t let the school breaks 
catch you unprepared,  
sign up with us today!

March Break Camps JK - Gr 9 
• Odyssey Recrea<onal Camps  
• Art and PoAery 
• Extreme Girls

• Improv & Drama 
• Food Explora<on 

 

January 7 to 
Feb 4 

AAend a Group 
Fitness class 

and get a ballot 
to our  

FIT TO WIN 
contest. 

Details: GNAG.ca

FIT TO 
WIN

The more classes you 
a6end, the more chances 

you have to win!

Summer Camp 
Registration

Thursday, 
January 31  

at 7 pm 
Download  

the guide online

Staff

Promise of a New Year by Sabine Modder


